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Tiered European Monitoring Guide is based on the same system as the Tiered system in the EUROPE
AOR Monitoring Sweep (if you need access to that document, please ask Europe AOR Head). This is a
thematic intelligence guidance based on our geopolitical understanding of Europe. This does not shift
because of crises or client needs. The client needs are below.

TIER 1: Most important European states who are global players. In terms of monitoring, nearly
everything in the political, economic and security spheres matters – this also includes insightful op-eds
and really good background analyses. These are countries that matter all the time every time.

Countries (in vague order of importance): Germany, France, U.K., Poland, the EU (the EU can be
considered a “country” due to the amount of regulation and policy that it produces via its own institutions
and bureaucracy).

TIER 2: Important regional powers that matter in the regional sense. Most of the domestic, economic and
international issues do matter. Also, these countries are regional hubs, so understanding their media
outlets and the information flow is important. Some of these have spheres of influence, but their activities
do not extent beyond the region. Sometimes they act on the global stage.

Countries (in vague order of importance): Sweden, Italy, Romania, Spain, Serbia, Lithuania, Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Bosnia-Herzegovina.

TIER 3: Countries that matter because of their role in regional organizations, as pieces of the larger
puzzle or because of particular geopolitical position they play. However, they are not movers in their own
right, except when economic crises or particular issues rise to the forefront (think Greece or Ireland).

Countries (in vague order of importance): Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, the Netherlands, Estonia,
Latvia, Greece, Moldova, Croatia, Kosovo, Slovakia, Switzerland, Ireland, Cyprus, Belgium, Austria.

TIER 4: Normally these countries are not significant enough to justify close monitoring, however, they
have the capacity to matter due to political/economic/security instability.

Countries (in vague order of importance): Portugal, Iceland, Macedonia, North Cyprus, Luxembourg,
Montenegro, Albania, Slovenia, Vatican City (Holy See).

TIER 5: These countries nearly ever matter.

Countries (in vague order of importance): Liechtenstein, Malta, Monaco, Andorra, San Marino.



EUROPE CLIENT NEEDS

Special Instructions: For each of the OSINT items that qualify as a client interest under the
following guidance, use a “GV” tag in the subject line of the email to ensure that information is
delivered to the briefer team.

EUROPE-WIDE

General Stability-Client interested in events that may affect the level of political stability
in the region, to include protests and security threats. Major economic developments, to
include regulation on foreign business operations in the region. Note that we are expected
to see a rise in labor union activity. We need to especially watch for any indication that
the unions are acting in cross-continental fashion.
Energy-Interested in all major oil and natural gas developments, to include pipeline deals,
supply deals, and exploration and production projects.

EUROPE- GAZPROM -- News of supplies of LNG or pipeline gas to Europe.

CALYPSO PIPELINE PROJECT - Any information.

KOSOVO - Instability, unrest; Regulatory changes affecting mining industry or foreign
investors generally; U.S. involvement in governance, business

Country Monitoring
For each of these countries:

Austria
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
United Kingdom

Monitor and tag with “GV” each of the following:

Basic Political Developments
National Economic Trends
Business, Energy or Environmental regulations or discussions
Activity in the Oil and Gas sector (including regulatory)



SPECIAL GV MONITORING

Norway Shipbuilding industry (particularly oil and gas rigs)

2011Year Ahead

Elections:

Albania – Local – (May)

Belarus – Presidential – (February)

Bulgaria – Presidential (October)

Croatia – Parliamentary – (November)

Cyprus – Parliamentary – (May)

Denmark – Parliamentary – (November)

Estonia – Parliamentary – (March)

Finland – Parliamentary – (April)

Germany – Local (Saxony-Anhalt; Baden-Wurttemberg; Rhineland-Palatinate) – (March)

Germany – Local (Bremen) – Q2

Germany – Local (Berlin) – Q3

Germany – Local (Macklenburg-Vorpommern) – Q3

Greece – Parliamentary – (August)

France – Senate – (September)

Ireland – Presidential – (January)

Latvia – Presidential – (May)

Netherlands – Provincial – (March)

Spain – Municipal – (May)

Switzerland – Parliamentary – (October)

Ukraine – Parliamentary – (Spring)



U.K. (including England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)– Local – (May)

Summits:

G-20 – Cannes, France – November 3-4 – French Chairmanship

G-8 – Deauville, France – Summer 2011

NATO-Russia Council – June 2011

Military Exercises:

January-February  – Atlantis International maritime exercise – Atlantic

January – Thunder Power, National Air Exercise – France

January-February – Regional CAS Exercise in Marseille – France

January – April – MALAY Freedom – France

February – Atlantis International Maritime Exercise – Atlantic

March-April – Joint Warrior Large Scale National Air/Maritime Exercise – UK

April – Noble Ardent – Large scale NATO air exercise – France

May – NATO Tiger MEET: NATO Tiger meet – France

September – Brilliant Arrow: Large Scale NATO air exercise – Germany

September – Tactical Discussion and Procedures Update at Kleine Brogel – Belgium

September – October – Joint Warrior Large Scale National Air/Maritime exercise – UK



TIER I ANALYTICAL GUIDANCE:

GERMANY
Germany is the world’s second largest exporter and top-5 economy. We also understand
Germany as the economic and political engine of Europe. Nothing happens in the EU without it
first either being approved by Berlin, or without a sufficient effort being made to isolate the
German position. Germany is currently undergoing somewhat of a renaissance. They are
developing an independent foreign policy – that is still to an extent embedded in the concepts of
the transatlantic relationship and the broader Franco-German relations -- which means that they
will have a lot of growing pains as they do so. They are emerging from the Cold War still tied to
the U.S. dominated NATO pact. Watch for any signs of strains in that relationship. They are
continued to be dependent on Russia for energy, but are also quite comfortable developing a
close political relationship. Watch for business deals between Russia and Germany. Closely
monitor all statements by German members of European Parliament (MEP), ministers and
various government officials on German-EU relationship/role. Moves by Berlin to establish new
rules for enhanced monitoring and enforcement of the Maastricht Criteria are key to watch, it is a
first step in developing European “economic governance”, German style. This is also where
conflict between France and Germany could develop, as Berlin pushes one way and France pulls
another. France would rather develop new institutions with which to govern the Eurozone,
whereas Berlin is looking to create tough rules that are then enforced. The relationship with
France is highly important one for Germany. By getting all its decisions made in tandem with
France, Berlin can justify its dictat as less of a dictatorship. As long as it has France on board
Germany looks like it is being a solid European. It is also important to make France feel safe and
secure. By going at it alone, or by going around France, Germany would draw Paris’ ire. This
would not have any short term repercussions because France doesn’t really have any options, but
it could be a problem in the future.

Security:
Neo-nazi, radical right wing and anti-immigrant violence are one of the main internal
threats to Germany security at this point. A return to the scene of radical right groups is
possible, so we need to keep a look out for anything that resembles it. The recent security
report from Germany stresses left-wing radicals although that may just be the
conservative government lashing out at the other camp. It should be noted that most right
wing threats are concentrated in the East and mostly in areas which are not densely
populated, thus where foreigners would not be present to begin with. These are
economically irrelevant regions, which is why it may not trickle down to the media.
Far more important than either of these are Islamic terrorists, there have been a couple of
prevented attacks by now.
Germany has a highly developed welfare state. It also tends to not want to see its
population go unemployed, more so than most countries. Its population is therefore
substantially more pampered than most. They will not accept too much austerity. This
means that we need to watch for protests, riots, union activity. Anything that could in any



way affect business interests of foreigners in the country, even because it will mean
they'll miss the metro.
Germany is an Islamic terror hub. AQ and various other terrorists use Germany as a hub
of operations, they do not however target Germany in particular. We need to monitor
arrests and statements by the Bundespolizei (federal police) and the Ministry of the
Interior. The Laender also play an important role here, they have their own secret services
and such.

Political Issues:
Germany has a highly federal structure, much like the U.S. in that way (even more so
with the state governments voting in the Bundesrat they directly impact national
legislation which doesn’t happen in the US). Lander (state) politics are often ignored and
they do not get through in our sweeps enough. We need to be cognizant of this
underlying aspect of German politics. Lander governments are highly involved in
everything from banking (thus the Landesbanken for example) and local industry
(policing, education…). We also need to keep an eye on any particular Lander politicians
getting lots of media play. This also means getting ahead of Laender elections, of which
there are none in 2010, but a number will start up in early 2011. Remember how
important North-Rhine Westphalia ended up being to Merkel’s coalition – or even
Schroeder’s coalition in 2005. The Lander elections become crucial in 2011, there are
three that are held in March. We need to begin closely monitoring these races. The three
Lander in question are: Saxony-Anhalt, Baden-Wurttemberg, Rhineland-Palatinate. Then
in Q2 of 2011 we will have Bremen and in Q3 we will have Berlin and Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern.
Because of the above, we need to keep a particular eye on everything that the Bundesrat
does. Would be a good place to also develop contacts. With the loss in North-Rhine
Westphalia, Merkel has lost her ability to count on Bundesrat for votes. This could spell
trouble on a number of fronts.
The CDU/CSU – FDP coalition is currently facing a lot of problems. The FDP agreed to
the coalition on the back of guarantees from CDU/Merkel that they would get tax-cuts.
FDP is essentially a single issue party, they only want tax cuts. But the tax cuts promised
to them after the September 2009 elections have become untenable due to the financial
crisis. This means that the FDP did not get the one thing they wanted and their popularity
is tanking (it is so low that if elections were held today, they would not make the 5
percent cut-off electoral threshold and would not be represented in the parliament). This
still holds true at the end of 2010. However, the FDP has very little recourse. They can
only collapse the government if they also find an alternative to the current government.
Therefore, while it may seem like the government in power is going to continue merely
because there are no alternatives to it, we need to keep watching whether disagreements
between CDU/CSU and FDP become untenable.
Another issue to watch is the rivalry between CSU and FDP. CSU is CDU’s ally in
Bavaria. CDU does not run against them there. CSU’s zu Guttenberg is Germany’s
defense minister. He was outted by the Wikileaks as having “snitched” on the foreign
minister Westerwelle, who is from FDP. This is certain to have led to some
uncomfortable situations in the cabinet. Let’s watch for any signs that these two parties
are at each other’s throat.



The only alternative to the CDU/CSU-FDP is a SPD/Green/Die Linke coalition. We need
to watch how Die Linke develops. Right now it is essentially a fringe party. However, it
has a very strong East-West split. The Die Linke in the East is more pragmatic, these are
the ex Communist guys who actually used to run the country. The Die Linke in the West
are Trotskyite former professors and activists. Litmust test of Die Linke’s ability to
become a coherent party will be the North Rhine Westphalia, where SPD and Greens are
going to rule in a minority, possibly requiring Die Linke’s votes on certain policies.
Big debate going on in Germany right now on nuclear energy. At issue is whether
Germany is going to extend the lives of its nuclear power plants. But the really crucial
question is whether Berlin intends to build any new nuclear power plants. Let’s try to
have a pulse on these concerns.  Those two points are intrinsically linked. The argument
by the industry usually is that if we don’t prolong now we’ll lose the technology. The
SPD has made this a pet issue of theirs (they weren’t big fans when the Greens pushed
for it ten years ago) and since Germany under its current parliamentary and political
system nearly always gives the SPD a blocking minority at least, the issue will be
difficult to revive for the conservatives. Also because the CDU/CSU might coalesce with
the Greens next time whether nationally or in a few Laender.
Any debates on military acquisitions. Rearmament is not in the works at the moment
because of the recession, but any purchases of new systems is key. By this account any
move towards disarmament due to the recession is key as well. We have had a lot of news
recently pointing out all the military systems the Germans are not going to buy.
Furthermore, watch for any signs that the government is talking up disarmament. This is
a favorite topic of the FDP and Guido Westerwelle.
The defense minister zu Guttenberg is planning to reform German military so that it
becomes a professional fighting force. Let’s see where this goes. He has managed to
convince the cabinet of this. Germany plans to reduce the number of soldiers it fields, but
increase the number of deployable troops.
Debates on rescuing banks or making updates to the bad bank scheme. In particular all
things Landesbanken, they are the troubled pseudo-state owned banks tied to each
Lander. Especially interesting are recent moves by Nordsbank to get Chinese capital.
Political debate surrounding the German austerity package. Opposition to it from the left,
unions, SPD, Greens, Die Linke, etc. Thus far there seems to be little protest here,
Germans are committed to it. But keep an eye on cuts and austerity measures nonetheless.
It is really important that we don’t focus too much on Merkel, ministers in Germany have
liberty to handle their own resorts without much interference, especially in a coalition
government they can handle anything that will not cause a big uproar in parliament by
themselves, Merkel only has something called the competence to determine the overall
direction, nothing else, she’s not like the American or French Presidents, not even close.
The main ministers to keep eyes on are the finance minister Wolfgang Schaeuble (he is
essentially in charge of the various Eurozone bailouts going on), foreign minister Guido
Westerwelle (also the leader of FDP, under a lot of criticism lately for not being able to
deliver tax cuts FDP pushed for when it formed the coalition with CDU), Karl-Theodor
zu Guttenberg (rising star in German politics, is looking to cut military budget), Thomas
de Maziere (CDU guy). This still very much holds. Treat each statement by a German
minister as an important geopolitical event.



International Relations:

U.S./German relations:

German actions within NATO. Afghanistan is key here. Any change in Berlin's strategy.
Westerwelle is itching to hand over German controlled provinces to other troops. This,
combined with the overall German strategy of looking to minimize military expenditures,
could lead to tensions inside NATO. Wikileaks definitely confirmed just how
unenthusiastic Westerwelle is about NATO.
Visits by any U.S. politicians/government officials to Germany.
Any company deals that would include technology transfers.
All things Iran related. Especially when it comes to gasoline trade and particularly heavy
machinery goods that Germany provides for Iranian refineries.
Overall we also want to know the tone of the German-US relations. Are they consulting
each other heavily or are they just sort of going through the motions of diplomacy.
Watch for how Germany comments on U.S. financial/economic moves. Is it supporting
them? Is it criticizing the U.S. budget deficit? Protectionism?
We could have more problems when the U.S. Air Force airplane tanker deal goes
through. It is likely that EADS is not going to get it.

Russia/German relations:
Basically everything... starting with anything related to energy, including nuclear energy
(Nordstream discussions, E.ON deals). Anything that has to do with German investments
in Russia.
The newly created EU-Russia Political and Security Committee. Ostensibly the first topic
that this council will handle is Transdniestria, but we do want to also keep in mind
anything else that it deals with. This is a test balloon of the Russian-EU security
relationship and we want to see how Berlin and Moscow are reacting to it. We still have
not really had anything on this.
All trips between politicians/businessmen of the two.
Any concluded business deals (and not just the big ones like the Opel/Sberbank one,
anything).
We want to know if there is any talk of the European Security Treaty. Also, any potential
mention of a future pseudo Helsinki Accords. The Germans like to refer to the Helsinki
Accords often as if they were/are a guide for how to deal with Russia.

EU/Germany relations:
Discussions of financial regulation, setting up (and commenting on the operations of) the
European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF), taxes on financial transactions, etc.
Moves by Germany to consolidate control over EU. Watch for any statements that seem
out of the ordinary, or that seem confrontational either towards the EU Commission,
France, ECB or ECJ. Statements by the Chancellor are particularly key.
Climate change discussions... EU 20/20/20 plan. Energy issues.
Discussions/comments relating to the eurozone are key as well.
Also anything that specifically refers to the Common Agricultural Policy or the EU
financial perspective 2014-2020. These are keys because they refer to the next batch of
highly charged issues coming up.



FRANCE/GERMANY relations:
We want to be aware of any and all joint cabinet meetings.
Any phone calls that Merkel and Sarkozy make are crucial as well. They will often first
talk to each other before they meet with someone else.
Any visits they make together to another state, or when they host another leader in one of
their states.
Trade relations, business deals. Particularly any indication of business spats. Even if they
are not by state owned corporations these are important to keep aware of.
Any comments by either on each other’s policy. Think for example how Christine
Lagarde made a comment about the German trade surplus earlier in 2010. Those sort of
statements are key to get and highlight as they may point to developing tensions between
the two.

Economics:
We are in the midst of the recession, so essentially everything matters. When new data is
released, it should be brought to our attention, although not necessarily repped. We are
particularly interested in GDP, unemployment, exports, industrial production, lending
and lending conditions, ZEW and Ifo business and lending surveys.
Bankruptcies, bank bailouts, government interventions, and bank mergers are important.

o We want to keep a close on Germany’s Landesbanks because they’re perhaps the
most at risk.

o It’s also important to watch for the government unwinding their support, i.e. when
the government sells its stake in banks.

Debates between the federal government and the Lander over how to handle the
economic recession and whom should bear the burden.
We also want to keep a very close eye on how German leadership views the degree to
which is should or should not assist other countries in dire fiscal straits, such as with
Greece, Ireland, Spain, et al. We should add to this comments by German leadership on
things such as buying government bonds of other eurozone sovereigns and operations of
the EFSF.
Any comments from leaders on how investors are to be impacted by the crisis.
Remember that the most recent comments by Merkel that in the future investors will be
asked to share the burden of bailing out states started the most recent crisis in Ireland.

FRANCE
France is not to be underestimated. It may not be the power it was in the 17th Century, but
France greases a lot of wheels in the EU, business, security, military, etc. Its long time strategy is
to manifest its political prowess by reigning in and channeling Germany's economic heft. This is
what the EU is essentially. Today, however, Germany has an independent foreign policy and a
mind of its own. We therefore need to understand how Paris deals with a resurgent Germany.
Thus far it has been trying to get along with Berlin, pushing for a close Paris-Berlin axis. This is
a key point to keep abreast of. Also important to continue watching are internal developments in
France. Sarkozy is under an incredible amount of political pressure internally. His approval



ratings are atrocious, and while Presidential elections are far off into 2012, we need to
understand how his loss of legitimacy might have negative repercussions on pushing legislation
through the parliament. Especially key are his efforts to get austerity measures through, and
especially the retirement age increase. We saw how this turned out, in massive protests and a
show down with the unions – that Sarkozy won, for now.

The French German relationship is perhaps the most important European issue at the moment.
Germans are making sure that everything they do is first checked by France. That the two appear
to be running Europe essentially in tandem. However, this is not necessarily going to last forever.
France knows that the writing is on the wall, that Berlin is essentially for all intents and purposes
running Europe on its own. It is therefore definitely looking for its own options. Think of the
Mediterranean Union – which is still very useless – in this perspective. It is not something
France intends to rely on right now, but rather something it can see as being useful down the line.
Same is true of the French military alliance with the U.K. It is not a really serious military
alliance today, but it may become one day in the future. Same also with the European
Amphibious Initiative. It is a military grouping of amphibiously capable European states that –
surprise – does not include Germany. Watch for any moves by France to hedge its ties to
Germany with similar alliances such as that.

France will take over G20 chairmanship in 2011. There is already intel that Sarkozy intends to
use this chairmanship to begin campaigning domestically for 2012 elections. We know how
much Sarkozy loves spotlight. Also, the French apparently do genuinely like it when he is in the
spotlight. I fully expect Sarkozy to make really bold proposals – Bretton Woods II anyone? – in
2011. Also, he will likely try to really milk France’s relations with emerging powers like Brazil,
India and Russia.

Security
Muslim rioting, Muslim groups, Muslim everything... This also includes any government
moves to curb head scarves or to forbid building of mosques. Remember that there have
been a number of events in the banlieu's -- Muslim suburbs -- which turned very violent.
Most of these were a reaction to a single violent event -- like an electrocution of a
teenager while he was running from cops. We therefore have to be aware of anything that
happens security wise, no matter how small.
However, we need to be cognizant that it is not just the Muslims rioting, there are far too
many Christian Africans to just label it blanket Muslim rioting. We need to understand
that the bottom line cause of the rioting is not religious, but economic (unemployment,
discrimination, poverty).
Right wing anti-migrant attacks. Statements by right-wing political groups. Thus far
violence in France has not manifested against Muslims. But let's be aware of any
radicalization of the French right wing.
Union actions, any hints of potential rioting or strikes. We can add to this any further
attempts by French workers to hijack their bosses. These became very violent in Q4 of
2010. Watch for any further such riots. Sarkozy is not done with reforming French social
welfare, many more reasons for strikers to strike.



Organized crime in the South of France, anything that has to deal with Marseille.
Smuggling is big, so any seizures of drugs or weapons or people is important.
New anti-terror laws and regulations.
Basque and Corsican separatist movements. By this we of course mean the Basque ETA.
In recent years ETA has scaled down its activity, but it is still pretty active and many of
its members are arrested in France.
Watch for any kidnapping of French nationals abroad, especially in the Maghreb. Also
interesting to not French government reaction. We had Paris declaring “war” on AQIM,
for example, at the end of 2010, although very little came of that.

Politics

Sarkozy is facing his lowest popularity of his presidency. If the elections were to be held today,
he would lose 60 to 30 to Straus-Kahn. We often talked about President George W. Bush in
terms of how he lost the ability to rule by the end of his second term due to unpopularity.
Nobody in his own party wanted to side with him because he became the political “kiss of
death”. With Sarkozy, we need to start thinking about the same possibility, especially as his
former rival Dominque de Villapin has created an alternative center-right party that could begin
to erode the support for Sarkozy’s ruling UMP.

This remains the case in 2011 as well, however Paris also takes over the G20 leadership in 2011
and all indications are that Sarkozy intends to use it as a platform to show his own populace that
he is a worldly leader. Let’s watch carefully the efforts by Sarkozy to be that worldly leader. His
domestic calculus may be far more important to him now than the actual geopolitical imperatives
of France. This means he may attempt to undertake grand efforts on the international arena (think
the Sarkozy negotiated cease fire between Georgia and Russia) that have very little chance of
holding (how did that cease fire work out?).

All elections need to be monitored carefully, including the minor regional ones as they
can forecast swings in public opinion.
We need to monitor what is going on with the Socialist Party. Leadership struggles and
so on. The IMF head, Strauss-Kahn is rumored to consider taking a stab at the 2012
Presidential elections. That would be interesting and he would be a strong challenge to
Sarko. Need to also be looking at the Strauss-Kahn vs. Martine Aubry internal
contestation within the Socialist Party. Strauss-Kahn may be too “Americanized”, since
he is the head of the IMF. It now appears that Segolene Royal is also in the running for
the Presidency, which means that Strauss-Kahn may be challenged by her. It should be
fun overall. Let’s watch what happens here.
Track anti-globalization movements, ATTAC and other ngos. They can be quite militant
and we need to see who is getting more so. The austerity measures are all the more reason
for anarchists and protesters to get into the streets.
Any signs of potential military acquisitions or rearmament. Military deals with other
countries are important as well. For example sales of amphibious assault vessels to
Russia are an important item. Anything that seems high tech -- such as the Rafale fighter
-- are also key. By this account, we also need to watch for any moves to sell or reduce the
military budget due to the economic crisis. Or as is the case of the last past weeks, to



increase the military budget.
Military affairs really are key for France. This is the one area in Europe where they feel
they are in the lead. France is actually a more militarized nation than the U.K. They
spend more on defense and have a larger military. Furthermore, they seem intent on
keeping hard power as part of their arsenal. They think that this way they will
differentiate themselves from Germany in European leadership.

International Relations

France has relations with EVERYONE. We need to know where French officials from
the Foreign Ministry are going and what they are doing there.
France and Africa, while there is a lot less activity of France in Africa, they still have a
lot of key interests, especially in places like Niger where Areva practically runs the
country. But the new French base in UAE is emblematic of a French reevaluation of its
foreign focus, and both activities at that new base and the overall shift warrant watching
it closely.
Anything going on between France and Iran is of particular interest. Total, the French
energy giant, is very interested in opportunities in Iran so we need to be cognizant of
what they are thinking about sanctions.
France and Brazil are cozying up. Let’s keep an eye on what kind of military and
business deals are going on there. Any update on the status of the Brazilian fighter jet
deal? The decision on that should be coming soon. However, we also need to watch for
other business deals and other military deals. As part of his 2011 re-election grand tour,
Sarkozy will plan to bring in the other foreign middle-powers such as Brazil and showing
that France really is a country that speaks for these emerging powers. The Brazil-France
relationship is therefore a key to watch both for domestic politics and as an international
issue.

Germany/France relations:
Paris has had to toe Berlin’s line throughout the crisis. France wanted Germany to rescue
Greece much earlier than it did. France also wanted the Eurozone to be bolstered with
new/permanent institutions. Both of these have eventually happened, so Berlin has in the
end given in, but only after it managed to pull concessions it wanted out of France.
Germany has essentially run the crisis, with France reduced to a yes-man (think King in
the Disney rendition of Alice in Wonderland).
Paris and Berlin exchange cabinet ministers, have constant meetings with one another
and are generally thought to run the EU via the Franco-German Axis. We need to be
aware of any examples of this relationship souring.
One thing to keep an eye on is the Common Agricultural Policy, CAP. Is France going to
push for the CAP to be as beneficial to it as it has in the past. Germany and France
apparently now have a joint position on CAP. Let’s see how genuine that agreement is
and if it keeps.
How the EFSF is used could be another contention, especially if France wants the EFSF
to be more liberal in what government bonds (or bank securities) it purchases.
Let’s see if anything develops from the Weimar Triangle, the meeting of foreign
ministers of France, Germany and Poland that was revived this year after a long hiatus.
Could be example of power shifting in the EU.



U.S./France relations:
Sarkozy is a good pulse on what goes on in France, particularly in regards to the U.S.
Let's get a sense of what he is thinking about the U.S. Any comments he makes about the
U.S., the effort in Afghanistan or Iran is key.
Any moves by France on Iran, Russia, North Korea, Africa, could be done at the behest
of the U.S. We need to be aware of what France is doing and what it could be doing for
the U.S.
Competition between Airbus and Boeing. Although Boeing is not just a French company
(it is also Spanish, German and British).
Competition between Areva and GE (not much of a competition, Areva kicks GE's ass).
Also increasingly competition between Areva and Siemens (although that is Germany
related).
What is Sarkozy going to try to do with the G20? He is likely to want to create some sort
of Bretton Woods II, which he proposed at the end of 2008. We need to watch the
American reaction to this. Sarkozy could take American aloofness hard.

Russia/France relations:
Any visits of French leaders to Russia.
France is lagging Germany in terms of positive relations with Russia, but it is quickly
beginning to catch up. Russia has been very generous, giving France some key energy
deals. Renault is also active in Russia in the automotive industry. France does not want
Germany-Russia to grow close to the exclusion of Paris. This relationship is therefore
very important. Paris wants to make sure that it has a seat at the table as Russia
modernizes.
Business deals, particularly energy have to be monitored carefully. Note that France is
also becoming much more interested in Russian energy, particularly GDF, EDF and
Areva (nuclear).
French actions in Russian periphery (Caucuses, Central Asia, Belarus) need to be tracked
carefully. France is often the country with the best relations with Armenia.
Any French involvement in the privatization and modernization would be of interest.
Military deals with Russia… there is the Mistral deal, but anything more than that?
Always keep these on your high priority list.

EU/France relations:
What is Sarkozy saying about the latest EU President. How does he treat Von Rompuy.
Any signs of cleavages between France and the EU. Same as with Germany: watch for
any statements that seem out of the ordinary, or that seem confrontational either towards
the EU Commission, France, ECB or ECJ. Statements by the Chancellor are particularly
key.
Any talk of the upcoming EU budget concerns? The EU budget expires in 2013, they
should start floating ideas on how to deal with it now. Especially interested about the
Common Agricultural Policy.
Any agendas that France is pushing in the EU? Anything to do with nuclear power.
Follow all EU summits very carefully.

Economics:
We are in the midst of the recession, EVERYTHING basically matters. When new data is



released, it should be brought to our attention, although not necessarily repped.
Bankruptcies, bank bailouts, government interventions, recapitalization plans and bank
mergers are important.

o It’s also important to watch for the unwinding of government support, i.e. when
the government sells its stake in banks back to the private sector.

Public finance developments are especially important in France because they’re being
severely strained due to entrenched welfare spending; this means budget deficits, gross
public debt, fiscal consolidation plans, budget reduction measures, etc.
We also want to keep an eye on any deals or discussions France is having with Germany
about their role in supporting the eurozone or EU members who are struggling.
Any nuclear or military deals abroad.
Watch for French bond yield rates. They are not in the Club Med danger zone, but they
are close to it. We need to know if they start becoming a problem.

UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom is facing one of the most difficult budget consolidation efforts in the world.
Its budget deficit for 2010 is the highest in Europe, yes higher than even Greece. Its austerity
measures will be very similar to what the country underwent when Margaret Thatcher was in
power, a period that nobody remembers fondly. The cuts will be brutal and a lot of people will be
angry. We need to watch for protests against the current government by the unions, but also
general strains on the government from within. There have already been pretty dramatic student
protests at the Tory party headquarters. We may very well see more of such protests throughout
2011.

The U.K. will therefore likely be very internally focused. The new Conservative-LibDem
government – first coalition government in the U.K. since the Second World War – will have its
hands full at home. However, the Conservatives are euroskeptic and even though the LibDems
are not, the Conservatives will look to put breaks on any moves by the EU to wrestle member
state control over the economy. First point of contention has been giving the EU the ability to
scrutinize member state budgets.

However, we have seen the U.K. make some tentative moves at the end of 2010 to come out of
its shell. There was the 50-year military alliance with France that was announced recently. Also,
France is thinking of joining the Nordic Council and the Baltic countries more formally in some
sort of a diplomatic/economic meeting arrangement. A lot of these moves will be very tentative,
but they may give us a direction of London’s thinking.

We also know that Britain is not very happy about the idea of the Eurozone integrating more
fully via German imposed fiscal rules. As the Eurozone becomes more of “core Europe” UK is
going to start feeling left out and it could begin integrating with other regions, particularly the



Nordic countries, but watch also for moves in Central Europe and potentially further moves with
France if Paris gets nervous about German power.

Security
Financial crime is something that we need to keep abreast of in the UK. London is a
banking center and we should be aware of any financial/business crime that is going on
there.
Russians in London, there are a lot of them there. Let’s make sure we are following what
they are doing and any stories that come out. This especially includes any dissidents.
Soccer. Who is buying what team. May seem silly, but European soccer leagues are
avenues for money laundering. Good to know who is laundering what money.
Terrorist groups, anything that has to do with domestic Muslim population.  New anti-
terror laws and such.
Irish terrorist groups and their activity. It has obviously declined in recent years, but it
can still pop up from time to time. Especially important for Northern Ireland are various
sectarian parades and holidays. This is when most of the violence pops off. It could be on
the rise due to the austerity measures that are bound to cut state funding to Northern
Ireland.
Lots of anti-immigrant violence. UK has a long tradition of xenophobic violence. Lately,
this has been very much the case in Northern Ireland. This could spread as austerity
measures begin to impact low-class individuals across the country.
Protests and strikes. Not as extreme as in France, but still something that has to be
watched carefully. At the beginning of the recession, main strikes to watch were those
happening in oil refineries with foreign employment. We now had student strikes. Watch
for any strikes that begin to take anti-London tinge, particularly in Northern Ireland, but
possibly also in Scotland.

Politics
The Conservative – Liberal Democratic coalition government is quite a unique event in
British politics. We want to be monitoring the health of the coalition, which thus far has
seemed to be doing fine. One of the most contentious issues internally for the
Conservatives is the EU. The Conservatives have a very strong euroskeptic wing that
often demands of its moderate wing that the UK be at the forefront of holding the EU
development back. However, with the Lib Dems now in power, the moderate
Conservatives have a reason to tame the euroskeptic wing of the Conservatives. At least
that is the idea right now. We want to keep an eye on these internal developments
because the last time the Conservatives were split it was because of the EU. And with
Germany pushing for new budget rules on enforcement and monitoring, a new level of
integration could push the Conservatives towards a split again. Or it could see them
looking for ways to stall any further EU integration.
The LibDems have demanded that the current government come up with Constitutional
reform to change how elections are run in the UK. The LibDems want the end of first-
past-the-post system of elections and move towards proportional representation. This is
quite a change since it would mean that both Labor and Conservatives would lose
significant amount of electoral heft in future elections. The man leading this is Nick
Clegg – deputy PM in the current government -- and nothing is expected to be brought up



on this issue until the end of year. We still have not seen anything brought up, potentially
because of the economic crisis. Let’s keep a watchful eye on this however.
Let’s watch for how Ed Miliband does as Labor leader. He was a bit of a surprise,
considering that it was his brother – David – was the supposed rock star of Labor. Ed is a
little more to the left. Is Labor going more towards traditional left-wing values?
Scotland is pushing for more self-rule. Conservatives now in power could be seen as a
threat to the devolution of power in Scotland. We need to be aware of what the internal
Scottish politics are and if anyone is pushing for independence. The Scottish National
Party is in favor of independence and is in power in Scotland.
This is also a key issue about North Ireland. We need to be kept abreast of political
developments there. Main players are various Unionist parties and Sinn Fein. The
economic situation could very well become dire there because the government subsidies
are counted on for more than in most areas of the UK. As budget cuts begin to cut into
people’s salaries, you could see some return of violence.
The military is facing a pretty serious budget crunch, and watching how that plays out –
especially for the Royal Navy – is important. Cuts have already been announced. Let’s
keep abreast of any new changes.

International Relations

The U.K. is in a very interesting situation at this moment. It has a slightly euroskeptic
government, but can’t be fully euroskeptic because of the LibDem presence in the government.
This comes at a time when the EU is undergoing immense evolution due to the economic crisis.
How London relates to that evolution will be interesting. Furthermore, France and Germany are
cozying with Russia, while Poland is becoming less euroskeptic itself, with the defeat of PiS in
Presidential elections. This is leaving the UK truly isolated from Europe on EU, economic and
security/political matters. On one hand this is a blessing for the UK since it is facing such an
enormous budget crisis to begin with. But on the other hand it means that London is drifting
further from its European allies on a number of important issues. Will this lead to a strengthening
of the London-Washington ties? Or is London going to look for new alliance opportunities, such
as what we saw in Q4 2010 with France (military) and potentially the Nordics (economically).

UK’s role in NATO, any announcements of what the UK is doing is key. This especially
applies to Afghanistan. Because UK is US closest ally, they are often the first to move on
a policy shift.
UK-US financial relationship is interesting. The two have often stood together as
defenders of the so-called "Anglo-Saxon" financial model. Both have since lessened their
resistance to regulation. London is also undergoing austerity measures in opposition to
what the U.S. wants it to do (stimulate).
UK’s relationship with Russia, anything that may illustrate in any way the souring of that
relationship is key. They have had many problems in the past, from spying, to Organized
Crime to UK outward support of anti-Russian regimes in Georgia and Ukraine.
U.K. relationship with the Nordics. Apparently there is going to be a serious Nordic-
Baltic state summit with the U.K. in January. We need to be aware of this meeting and
watch if London considers this some sort of a new avenue via which it can enforce
influence in Europe. U.K.’s imperative right now is to build side alliances outside of



France-Germany while at the same time trying to reduce the Franco-German axis in
Europe.
The U.K. – French relationship is important. The 50 year military deal is a classic move
by London-Paris worried about Germany. Let’s see if the move extends to any sort of
diplomatic/political coordination. Also we need to watch if the U.K. and France develop
any sort of close business ties on state level – such as with energy, electricity or military
technology.
UK’s relationship with the EU, particularly in regards to financial regulation is a big
issue. The UK is not part of the European Financial Security Fund (EFSF), but will want
to monitor developments in the eurozone closely, especially as the eurozone begins to
erode some of its own rules on buying government bonds and bailouts. We want to know
what London’s thinking is on these evolutions.
Key issue is whether UK under Cameron becomes a flag bearer for the euroskeptical
Europeans. Let's keep abreast of any trips to Central Europe (like Poland and Czech
Republic). These will be key to tell us whether the Conservatives are planning to
mobilize a counter to the Franco-German axis, which wants a strong EU. With the
LibDems in power, this is highly unlikely. However, we still want to keep our eyes on it
because it doesn’t have to be done via official London channels. UK Members of
European Parliament could very well be active in these moves.
France/Germany and the UK: We need to watch to what extent is the UK becoming the
odd man out in Europe. This could very much be the case more and more as things
progress and as Cameron enters into play. Thus far the U.K. has allowed the changes in
Europe to play as they have. But there is no telling if London jumps back into the fray.

Economics

The U.K. is in serious trouble on the economic front. Its austerity measures are an attempt to get
the budget deficit resolved by 2016. The budget deficit is set at 12 percent of GDP for 2010 and
public debt is near 80 percent of GDP and rising steadily. The measures are quite
comprehensive. They include a 3 percent rise in VAT from Jan. 2011 , reducing all government
department budgets by 25% over four years, except for overseas aid and the NHS, raising capital
gains tax for those in a higher tax bracket to 28% from 18%, and several measures to reduce
welfare spending, including child and family oriented tax credits. Let’s watch carefully the
effects of the budget cuts as they begin being implemented in the U.K. in 2011 (this is really an
issue for all of Europe, the austerity measures are only now going to start hitting most of
Europe.)

City of London is the key financial center of the world. We need to carefully monitor
statements by various banking industry leaders. Any talk of “moving” to Hong Kong or
Switzerland need to be noted.
Because of the recession, we need to vigorously follow everything that is going on with
statistics and announcements coming out of the UK.

o Inflation numbers and expectations (important given the extensive amount of QE
the Bank of England has implemented)

o Toxic asset write-downs



o Savings rate of households
o Exchange rate of the pound (vs. euro, the dollar, and on a trade-weighted basis)

Bankruptcies, bank bailouts, government interventions, recapitalization plans and bank
mergers are all important.

o It’s also important to watch for the unwinding of government support, i.e. when
the government sells its stake in now publicly-owned banks back to the private
sector, when it sells the assets it has purchased through the Asset Purchase
Facility

Corporate real estate market is very important—it could be the next shoe to drop.
Especially in a place like London where corporate real estate is considerably overvalued.
Anything to the corporate real estate market is important.
Housing market is especially important— housing starts/building permits, mortgage
activity, home prices
Lending is key, since the availability of financing is probably what’s buoying home
prices. Any downturn in lending could have serious implications for the UK economy,
since it would severely weigh on UK households.
UK is a key military exporter, let’s keep our eyes open as to what they are selling and to
whom.

POLAND

Poland is an extremely split country, mainly between European oriented West and conservative
East. Eastern Poles are more socially conservative, agrarian and anti-Russian. This is part of
Poland that has existed under Russian Empire for most of its modern history. But unlike the
Russophile Ukrainians, they do not see that period as a positive. They also want Poland to keep
socialist economic system, especially a robust welfare state and are therefore hostile to
privatizations of state enterprises and EU accession. They are represented strongly by the Law
and Justice party, PiS.

Western Poland thinks that Poland can recreate a powerful sphere of influence in Central Europe
by integrating economically in Europe, pushing Warsaw to become a financial capital of Central
Europe. In their mind, Poland can maintain independence between Germany and Russia by
bettering its economy and becoming an important EU member state with power of its own and a
sphere of influence amongst the Visegrad 4 (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary). In
a way, this side of Poland is even more nationalistic as their program is about recreating the
sphere of influence Poland had in the 17th Century.

Both sides have cooled off on Polish alliance with the U.S., although they both want to pursue it
they do not see it as a silver bullet solution to the country’s strategic problems. most Poles do not
differentiate between their relationship with the U.S. now and the relationship with France-UK in
the interwar era. For Poles, there are no sure thing alliances. This was only further reinforced by
Obama’s decision on the Bush-era BMD program.



STRATFOR often has a view of Poland that its alliance with the U.S. is inevitable. Nestled
(wedged?) on the Northern European Plain between two geopolitical behemoths (Germany and
Russia), Poland simply has no alternatives but to ally with the U.S. Polish history is replete with
Warsaw seeking alliances with far off Western states that can guarantee its sovereignty (France
and Britain). However, history of Poland is also replete with examples of those Western allies
abandoning Poland. What we have seen in Poland in the last few months/years is a more nuanced
Poland emerging. One that is not going to put all its eggs in the American basket, but is rather
trying a multiple front approach. This means dealing with Russia pragmatically, cozying up to
Germany and developing military/security relations with France via EU-security related projects.
Poland wants to move the EU away from its current disregard for military/security matters so as
to give it viable security architecture. Poland sees and understands German cooling towards
NATO, so it wants to make sure that it can tie in Berlin in to as many security/military alliances
with the West as possible.

Bottom line is that Poland is slowly emerging in a much more nuanced position. It is no longer
seeking solely protection from the U.S. It wants to develop EU’s own military/security
architecture, which Warsaw believes that it can dominate. Aside from guaranteeing that it has
Paris and Berlin on its side, this would additionally give Poland a pillar of EU structures that it
can say it helped develop and therefore dominate.

Important to watch for the next several months of Q1/Q2 2011 will be to what extent the Poles
take Eastern Partnership serious, especially their efforts to play some sort of a role in Ukraine,
Belarus and Moldova. The Poles have been very active in Q4 2011 in these countries despite
warming Russian relations. The two are not complimentary. Poland cannot be overtly active in
these areas and at the same time have good relations with Russia.

Also important are Polish relations with the U.S. While Poland has cooled on its overt pro-
Americanism, it still wants the U.S. to be its main and really only security guarantor. We need to
closely watch any statements and also any trips between Poland and the U.S. This also goes for
Polish relations with Sweden and the U.K. Poland seems to consider the Swedes as a poor man’s
version of a security guarantor when the U.S. and other West Europeans ignore them. Stockholm
and Warsaw also have a very good tag-team going in Eastern Europe. As for the U.K., Poland
has some good links with them, especially the Torries. However, Tusk is not as comfortable
dealing with London as Kaczynskis were. Still, this could be something that develops in 2011.

Watch for what happens in the run up to the Polish Q3/Q4 2011 EU Presidency. The Poles are
going to make three things the core of their Presidency: Eastern Partnership, EU budget
negotiations and potential greater EU military cooperation. The last one is vague and should
become more clear as 2011 develops, but we have some intel that tells us that they intend to
bring France back into it.



Security:
The main threat to Poland comes from Russian meddling. This is going to be difficult to
unearth, but we need to watch for rise in OC activity, particularly if it is threatening
Western interests in the country. Also, any moves by Russian companies to buy stakes in
Poland is a security issue in of itself.
Watch for any spy scandals. Even if they are now “friends”, this could still come up
between Moscow and Warsaw.
There are very few radical right-wing groups because of the relative homogeneity of the
country. However, we need to have our eyes open on this front as with every other
Central European country.
Protests, riots, union activity. Particularly effective are the dockworkers, which is not
surprising considering the history of the Solidarity movement. Poland has yet to
announce significant budget cuts, certainly not on the level of its other fellow EU
member states. Any sign that Poland is going full out on austerity measures could be a
sign that Warsaw could face considerable resistance to such moves.

Political Issues:
President Lech Kaczynski was killed in a plane accident in Russia. This allowed Moscow
to initiate its “charm offensive”, which for the most part went well. Moscow and Warsaw
came close over the tragedy. Of course a lot of that was rhetoric, but from Moscow’s
perspective it was worth it.
Because the Communist period is so thoroughly discredited in Poland, and because of
some past periods of corruption by leftist parties, there is really no significant Socialist
party. The key parties are Center-Right Civic Platform and Right wing (albeit not
radically right) Law and Justice (PiS). The leader of Civic Platform is PM Donald Tusk.
The leader of Law and Justice is Jaroslaw Kaczynski (since the death of his twin brother
Lech in a plane crash in Russia). There is now also a new splinter party called PjN
(Poland Comes First). They split off from PiS and are trying to put a more modern, more
polished center-right outlook. This means that Jaroslaw Kaczynski is in trouble. The
party was started by his ex-campaign chiefs. All the bright people are leaving PiS,
leaving him with only the hardliners.
As result of the tragedy, Donald Tusk’s (PM) hand picked presidential candidate
Bronislaw Komorowski faced off against Lech Kaczynski’s brother, Jaroslaw. What
should have been an easy electoral win turned out to be very difficult. Jaroslaw put up
quite a fight, something that nobody in Poland really expected. Many are saying that this
was the result of a “sympathy vote”, but in reality it was something much more than that.
It was an indication that Poland is still at the end of the day a very divided country,
between the cosmopolitan Warsaw and the traditionalist country-side. It was also due to a
very intelligent move by Kaczynski’s campaign coordinators to move Jaroslaw more to
the center. He has used the failure of the campaign as a reason to move PiS back towards
far right, whereas the PjN people are arguing that the campaign was successful, it was
Jaroslaw who is a failure.
Nonetheless, Komorowski’s win allows Tusk to be the sole leader of the country. Tusk
has now consolidated his hold politically and no longer has to deal with Kaczynski and
his PiS. That is until parliamentary elections (expected) in 2011. Because of Jaroslaw
Kaczynski’s strong showing in the Presidential elections, Tusk will have to thread



carefully. He wanted to cut the budget deficit, for example, but Kaczynski’s strong
showing is a sign that if he pursues that for the rest of 2010/11 he could be in trouble.
Tusk Civic Platform’s major win in local elections in December 2010 means that he has
consolidated even further. We should expect him to call elections in Q1/Q2 of 2011 to
consolidate his gains at the parliamentary level. Note that with PjN and PiS splitting the
right-wing, Tusk should have a walk in the park.
Nonetheless, in terms of foreign policy we should see a much more coherent Poland. It
will be a Poland very much committed to the EU and to a pragmatic foreign policy
towards Russia. It is also a far less “knee jerk pro-American” Poland, which could very
well be the most significant change that emerges out of the Presidential elections. This
does not mean that Warsaw will not go ahead with the BMD or Patriot missiles, but it
may look to curb its usually outspoken moves in Georgia and Ukraine (where it
supported anti-Russian leaders).
The left is completely disunited in Poland... Any signs that it is being reconfigured is
something to watch, although not of extreme interest.

International Relations:
Poland is on the rise geopolitically. It has the most dynamic economy in Central Europe
(of the new EU member states), largest population in the region and is aggressively
pursuing its interests. Nevertheless, Poland also tends to be split internally on how to
pursue a foreign policy. A considerable segment of the population is anti-Russian, or
anti-German, or both. This is understandable considering Polish history. The other
segment of the population is committed to the EU and to the U.S., but feels that a knee-
jerk anti-Russian policy is unnecessary. Quite often, the two sides of the political
spectrum think that the other is a “German/Russian/American/British/French spy”.
Bottom line is that Poland is a very split country when it comes to international relations.
This is why Tusk’s consolidation of power gives Warsaw something it has not had in a
while: a single direction in foreign policy. Tusk no longer has to entertain PiS anti-
Russian and pro-US foreign policy since he no longer shares power with the
Kaczynskies. We should expect Tusk to pursue much more EU oriented foreign policy
and to try to enhance Polish visibility on matters of security and defense. The Polish
strategy under Tusk is to raise the overall visibility of the EU in these matters so as to
mobilize France and Germany on these matters. This will be difficult considering that
Germany is reluctant to have the EU take on too many security/defense matters.
Relations vs. Russia: We need to monitor any visits, meetings and economic deals
between Poland and Russia. Watch how the Russian-Polish energy relationship develops.
The natural gas deal was finally passed, but the EU may always play a wrench in that
deal. Russia does not want to see Poland become the bastion of American influence in
Europe. It specifically does not want Poland to become mobilized and thwart Russian
influence in Central/Eastern Europe. As far as Moscow is concerned, it is much easier to
tame Poland than to have it agitated and motivated to counter Russia. This is where the
logic behind the “charm offensive” lies.
Watch for any further Weimar Triangle meetings between France, Germany and Poland.
These are very interesting because it illustrates that Berlin and Paris are also trying to
involve Poland more at the “core” Europe level. This is a good strategy to distance
Poland from its Central European allies, make it feel that it is part of the leadership and



therefore prevent it from identifying too much with the interests of the Central
Europeans.
We need to monitor close what Polish navy does in the Baltic, what kind of exercises its
air force and military attend. The Baltic countries are obvious quite nervous of Russian
moves and Poland is seen as one of the only counters to Russia (along with Sweden) in
the region.
Any statements by Polish politicians in regards to Georgia, Belarus, Ukraine, Baltic
states, Moldova. Russia itself or anything else that Moscow would want to keep tabs on.
Poland has had a very active intelligence and political network in Belarus. We need to be
watching closely what the Poles are doing when it comes to the upcoming Presidential
elections in Belarus. They have a lot of the anti-Lukashenko elements close to them.
Bottom line question: How can Warsaw both be having an rapprochement with Russia
and also be very active and aggressive on Russia’s periphery? The two can’t be
happening at the same time, can they?
Poland is a relatively euro-skeptic country, but not for the same reasons as Denmark,
Czech Republic and Ireland (which all to an extent are skeptical that they will not be
swallowed by the larger states). Poland IS large, it wants its RESPECT. Watch for Poland
at all main meetings of the various Councils of Ministers. What are the Poles saying?
This continues to be an issue even with PiS gone (for time being). Poland feels that it
should be the leader of security/defense matters in the EU and it is trying to get France
and Germany (especially France first) on board with it. Polish plan for its EU Presidency
in the second half of 2011 is largely based on this idea, that it can motivate the French to
revive some of the more ambitious security/defense policy ideas about the EU.
Relations with Germany are also key. Are the two trying to balance against Russia or are
Russia and Germany looking to drive across Poland again. A really good indicator for
German-Polish relations is historical policy concerning ‘soft’ topics such as museums
and anythind 2nd WW related, especially Germans who fled Poland after WWII. With
Tusk in charge, Poland should become much more amenable to positive relations with
Germany, even when it comes to Russia. See how Tusk had his foreign minister Sikorski
meet with French, German and Russian foreign ministers (under the auspices of the
Weimar Triangle) and approve the EU-Russia Political and Security Cooperation council.
Poland and Sweden have very similar goals in the Baltic region, they both want to
contain Russia and expand their influence eastward. We need to watch for the two getting
closer in military, economic and political terms (Eastern Partnership being a case in
point). To what extend will this take a back seat now that Tusk feels he has the mandate
to improve Polish standing with the EU after years of euroskeptic Kaczynski in charge.
Relations with the U.S. are still the most important security issue for Warsaw. The U.S. is
Poland’s security guarantor. However, Poland is looking for concrete security guarantees.
Is the U.S. willing to give them? We need to be looking closely at what happens with the
BMD, but also the Patriot missiles, further F-16 deliveries and just general technology
transfers. This is not exclusive to military, even if businesses are moving to Poland (like
Dell) it could illustrate the technology transfer that ultimately helps Poland.
Part of this relationship also extends to natural gas exploration, particularly technology
transfers in shale technology. Poland is considered to be the next big thing in shale
exploration. However, Poland lacks the technological know how to explore on its own, so
it needs expertise – especially U.S. expertise – to get it going. Watch for any news



relating to this potential technology transfer.
We need to be cognizant of all visits by leaders from both countries and to gauge the
pulse of the current administration towards their commitments to Poland.
One relationship that is very interesting and that bears close scrutiny is Polish-Lithuanian.
The relation is soured by Lithuanian resistance to allowing the Polish minority to use
Polish script in passports. Lithuanians are also hesitant in allowing Poland to sell Orlen
Lietuva refinery. This issue may very well come to a head in 2011. Any visits between
Lithuania and Poland and regarding the Orlen Lietuva refinery are going to be crucial in
2011.
Watch how Poland deals with the Visegrad Four in the upcoming year. V4 could be a
significant development as the year progresses. Especially considering that two of the
four countries – Hungary and Poland – hold the EU Presidency.

Economics:
Our assessment of Poland as the rising star can quickly become false if they become
embroiled in a wide-ranging economic crisis. Currently, our forecast does not see Poland
as being as negatively impacted as some of its neighbors, but we must remain vigilant
and watch for any signs of trouble. This includes bringing in all the economic indicators
on time. Particularly, GDP, unemployment, and industrial production.
We also want to watch for developments in public finances.  Poland has self-imposed
austerity measures that kick in when public debt-to-GDP reaches 50, 55, and 60 percent,
so we want to know how close were getting to those.
We want to watch for what’s happening with respect to euro adoption. Polish Central
Bank is notoriously euro-skeptic, and this seems to have continued even after the
replacement of the Central Banker who died with Lech Kaczynski in the plane crash.
Budget negotiations need to be updated. Watch for what Tusk does with the budget
deficit, which is growing. Poland will try to get through 2010 without any real austerity
measures because Tusk wants to win the 2011 elections.
Bankruptcies of banks and businesses are also key.
We need to be aware of foreign direct investment in Poland. It has definitely taken a hit
since the recession and despite the positive performance of Poland since the recession it
seems that investors are generally staying away.

EUROPEAN UNION

The European Union (EU) is an entity of itself. To understand its policy making, institutional
makeup, foreign policy and key personalities takes more time and effort than one of the other
Tier I countries. It should therefore be considered as a country in its own right. It certainly does
not have the significance or ability to impact world affairs as one of the other big players,
however, understanding the EU is necessary for the Europe AOR. So much in Europe happens
within the confines of the EU institutions.

We need to maintain an understanding of the evolution of European institutions. This will be the
theme for 2011. There is a lot of “evolving” going on. This guidance lists the key themes for the
EU that we need to follow:



Permanent Rescue Fund:

Germany and France want to essentially extend the EFSF mandate beyond 2013. The specifics
on this should be released at the end of 2010, but the details may be debated well into 2011. We
need to understand what Germany wants in return for this permanent mechanism.

Fiscal Union / Two Track Europe:

One of the issues that may slowly be dawning on Europe is the fact that it needs to have a fiscal
union in order to survive the current and future crises. Fiscal union means essentially some sort
of a “Eurozone government” a “political government” for the 16 (17 from January 2011)
Eurozone economies that synchronizes their budgets, spending and transfers. This would lead to
a two-track Europe, which means that countries on the outside – U.K., Sweden, etc. – would be
excluded. There will be much push back against this.

2014-2020 European Financial Perspective

EU has 6 year budgetary periods called “financial perspectives”. The current one expires in
2013, which means that negotiations for a new one have to start in 2011. The most contentious
issues are going to be structural funds (basically transfer payments to poorer member states) and
the Common Agricultural Policy. This sounds boring and mundane, but this is where the power
struggles between Germany and France – who surprisingly have a joint position on CAP – and
new member states will be fought.

Relationship with Russia

Key to watch here are two issues. First, Russia wants a new Treaty with the EU to replace the
current one negotiated in 1994. This should be debated throughout 2011. Let’s see what the
Russians really want from the EU. Second, energy and all things energy security. It is important
to understand what it is that the Europeans are planning in terms of new energy projects and
attempts to integrate the different energy networks across the continent. Also, electricity grid
updating, like the Northern European grid project.

Franco-German Axis:

This is really a concept of leadership. We need to watch for coordination between the two on all
levels. Do they continue to meet bilaterally – or phone each other – before every key decision as
they did in 2010? Do they continue to make policy and then dictated it to the rest of the EU?

Van Rompuy + Ashton:

Van Rompuy seems to be developing into a pawn of France and Germany. Basically, France and
Germany make a decision and then get Van Rompuy to get the rest of the EU together to agree to
what Paris and Berlin agreed on. Ashton is more of a question mark. She has not done anything
really useful. She has been active on the Middle East Peace Process and Iran because nobody in
Europe wants to touch those two issues with a 20 foot pole.



Enlargement:

Don’t expec this to be a big issue in 2011 as it was in some past years, but let’s keep an eye on
what actually happens, especially with West Balkans.  Keep an eye on how Hungary and Poland
– the two EU presidencies in 2011 – deal with this issue.

EUROPE (TIER 2) ANALYTICAL GUIDANCE:

SWEDEN
Sweden is the most powerful – economically, militarily – country in Scandinavia and after
Russia and Germany in the Baltic Sea region. It has a notoriously independent streak, which
comes from its geography and history. Geographically, it is always in between Russia and
Germany and any involvement in European affairs is potentially disastrous by incurring the
wrath of one over the other. Historically, Sweden was a great power, at one time the most
powerful country in Europe. But its forays into Continental politics ended in disaster at the
beginning of the 18th Century and the country has essentially remained neutral since then.

The question for modern Sweden is whether it is making a return to Continental affairs. Joining
the EU in 1995 was first step, now there are moves by the current center-right government to
make NATO membership more palatable. A NATO member Sweden would be a much more
involved and aggressive Sweden, one that would worry Russia, particularly since it would likely
move Finland towards NATO membership as well.

However, the current recession has put a lot of these efforts on hold as Sweden deals with the
repercussions of the crisis. Sweden’s industrial capacity has suffered, with some of its main
brands – Volvo, Saab – looking shaky. Meanwhile, Swedish banks were some of the first to be
hit due to their exposure in the Baltics. All that has been tempered by the ability of Sweden to
run its own monetary policy. So while Sweden was one of the first countries to be hurt at the
beginning of the crisis, it has now been saved the troubles of the eurozone. This is a positive sign
for the center-right government.

The September elections have cost the Moderate Party its majority, however. They now have to
rule from a minority government, which is historically an unstable position in Sweden. This puts
a lot of issues still on hold, particularly the potential closer relationship with NATO and move
towards greater use of nuclear power. However, it does also mean that Stockholm is finally out
of the election season – which essentially lasted since March – and can concentrate on foreign
affairs. We have already seen in late 2010 Stockholm taking a much more active approach to
Eastern Europe, with Bildt visiting Ukraine with his Polish counterpart Sikorski ahead of Belarus
elections. Stockholm often has no qualms openly opposing Russian policy and it would be very



much like Sweden to try to counter Russian sphere of influence. Remember that for the Swedes,
the Baltics are their sphere of influence. They will not give up the Baltics without a fight.

Security
Organized crime is very active in Sweden, particularly various ethnic groups like the
Serbs and Kurds.
Anti-immigrant violence is not prevalent, but we still have to watch for any sign that
right-wing groups are becoming active. Especially now that a major far-right party is in
the parliament – the Swedish Democrats.

Politics:
General elections in Sweden in September 2010 returned to power the Moderates led by
Fredrik Reinfeldt. A return of Reinfeldt (and with him politicians like the foreign minister
Carl Bildt) means that the strong and assertive Sweden will continue. This will especially
be the case in EU affairs where Reinfeldt-Bildt Sweden has paired with Poland to reduce
Russian influence in Central/Eastern Europe and has toyed with the idea of NATO
membership. Domestically, however, the government is hampered by the fact that they
no longer have a majority in the parliament. Note also that this was the first time in
almost a Century that a sitting center-right government managed to hold on to
government. Swedes like their socialists…
The current center-right government is made up of the Moderate Party, the Center Party,
Liberal People’s Party and the Christian Democrats. On the left, in opposition, are the
Social Democrats in alliance with the Left Party and the Green Party. There is also a
nationalist movement party called the Swedish Democrats.
One thing to keep an eye on is sentiment towards euro adoption, which briefly climbed
due to the recession. It seems to be falling now again. This is especially true since the
Swedes have managed to maintain a very good independent monetary policy throughout
the crisis.
Any talk about possible rearmament of Sweden is important. Before the recession,
Sweden was talking about a very ambitious plan to rearm, plan that has now been placed
on the backburner. This will probably be a problem since the government has a minority.
Any talk of potentially going nuclear again is also interesting. Not sure they can make it
happen because of the minority government, but you never know.

International Relations:
The main relation to watch is Sweden's relation with Russia. The two countries are
natural competitors over the Baltic region. It is key to try to gauge to what level is
Sweden loosening its neutrality and reengaging in the region. Stockholm has a lot of
interests in the Baltics where it can clash with Russia. It considers the three Baltic
countries its own sphere of influence, with massive investments in the region.
NATO-Sweden relations. Sweden is not within NATO due to its neutrality, but any hint
that it is considering entering NATO is extremely important.
Also interesting is how Swedish military relationship with the Baltics alters now that it is
becoming more and more evident that NATO is weakening. Sweden will presumably be
less likely to join an alliance that is weakening, but it may make more sense to join up
with the Baltics in some sort of an alliance.



This is where the idea of the Nordic Council becoming more engaged in military affairs
seem interesting. There was some talk at the end of 2010 of joining up Nordic Council
and Baltic States in defense affairs.
Watch for any coordination between the U.K. and Sweden. The two are naturally allies
against the Franco-German alliance in the EU. Neither is in the Eurozone and therefore
both stand to lose if the EU becomes a two-track Europe.
Sweden’s partner in the Baltic, Poland, has just gotten considerably less anti-Russian
with the election of Komorowski as president. Nonetheless, Reinfeldt and Tusk have a
good relationship and Stockholm and Warsaw both still have reasons to cast a skeptical
eye towards Russia. However, Poland has designs to become one of the more active EU
member states, whereas Sweden likes to keep aloof. Therefore, as Poland under Tusks
reengages with the EU, Sweden may become more withdrawn. Still, there have been
signs that Stockholm and Warsaw are considering re-launching the Eastern Partnership
collaboration in 2011. We have already seen some considerable activity in late 2010.
One good litmus test of Swedish-EU relations will be the European Financial Stability
Fund (EFSF) which Sweden – along with Poland – contributes to despite not being in the
eurozone. This gives Sweden a voice on a lot of matters that it normally would not have
one. We need to monitor its comments on the economic situation carefully.

Economics:
Sweden's trade dependent economy is suffering. We need to closely monitor how
Swedish industry is performing, rise in unemployment, lay-offs and bankruptcies.
Swedish banks are exposed to the Baltics. Everything related to SEB and Svedbank.
Despite these two points, Sweden has actually managed to overcome the worst of the
recession. Its exposure to the Baltics still exists, but is paltry compared to its overall
GDP. And its economy has managed to get a boost of confidence by being sequestered
away from the eurozone and its troubles.
This means that euro acceptance in Sweden is suffering. We need to monitor this
evolution. It could make Sweden much more confident in European affairs if it was less
and less dependent on the EU for economic soundness.
Any signs that the crisis could be returning to Sweden are very important.

ITALY

Italy may have mattered at one point in European history, but its importance is declining. It is
still a top-10 world economy and one of the most populous countries in Europe. By that factor
alone, it matters. Its population gives it voting weight in the EU. Its debt ridden economy makes
it an enormous risk for the EU. If the current crisis migrates to Italy, for example, the EU could
very well collapse under the weight of its debt.

However, Italy is still in some ways strategic. It is a potential energy transit country for energy
coming from North Africa and Middle East. Also, it has in the past been a laboratory of political
movements. Don’t forget that much of modern diplomacy and conception of “state” comes from



Northern Italy. So does fascism. Also, the Po river valley is the richest region of Europe. There is
much wealth in Italy and while many like to dismiss it, they do so at the cost of forgetting that
this is the country that spawned fascism not so long ago.

Italy is facing a serious political crisis. Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, who seemed to be able
to get through most crises, is finally under the gun. His popularity is sinking and with it the
coherence of his coalition. His coalition is held mainly by patronage from Berlusconi and money.
He has managed to connect Northern right wing separatists with southern regional parties that
want money from the center. This marriage will not survive Berlusconi, which is why it is
important to keep abreast of the situation with his control of the coalition. Note that this is the
paragraph I wrote essentially 6 months ago and it still stays the same. We now just know the
names of the people who will be fighting over Berlusconi’s succession. On one side is
Gianfranco Finni, a former neo-fascist who has now become a center-right moderate. The other
is Umberto Bossi, a right-wing leader of Lega Norde. Both are Berlusconi “allies”. Finni is
angling to become Berlusconi’s successor and is therefore making a move against him. But
bottom line is that this is really about Finni vs. Bossi.

Italian economic situation is quite dire as well. The general government debt is over 120 percent
of GDP, although it seems that the high level of debt has actually managed to temper Italian
spending during the crisis and therefore the budget deficit is quite low. Italy also has pretty good
average maturity age on its debt, which means that it has gotten very good at refinancing its
enormous debt. Nonetheless, Italy has to start cutting the budget just like every other country in
Europe, which is a particular problem for Berlusconi because he depends on regional parties for
support in his catch-all coalition.

Political uncertainty in Italy at the same time as in Spain would be a problem for the eurozone.
Investors would take this as a sign that European commitments to budget deficit cuts are
wavering and we could have another crisis on our hands very quickly.

Security:
Organized Crime activity is still very much an issue in Italy that we need to keep track of
it. The South is the issue as always. Watch the situation developing in Naples with the
garbage conundrum.
Anti-immigrant violence is on the rise and needs to be monitored.
Union protests are not usually violent, but because of the economic recession and popular
dissent among the left with the government of S. Berlusconi, we need to note it.
There have been no Muslim terrorist attacks in Italy, but the country is definitely part of
the terrorist network and has been mentioned in the past in AQ messages as a potential
target.
Any new anti-terror laws and legislation are of interest. Also anti-immigrant laws by the
Italian government.



Politics:
Politics of Italy are incomprehensible. Keep abreast of what the main political actors are
doing, it is key to watch for what is happening in Berlusconi's Forza Italia (now called
People of Freedom). Italian parties tend to mutate all the time, but it is vital to see if
Berlusconi can maintain his grip on power despite some signs of wavering popularity.
Key people to watch (aside from Berlusconi of course): Sandro Bondi (chairman of
People of Freedom), Umberto Bossi (leader of Lega Norde), Raffaele Lombardo (leader
of Movement for Autonomies, part of Berlusconi’s coalition) and Gianfranco Finni.
Watch the opposition as well. The Democratic Party is in disarray and there is really no
challenger to Berlusconi. The Italian left is just a mess.
If the recession hits real hard, we need to look for a revival of the Lombardi
independence movement. Especially if it is spurred by Lega Norde. This could lead to a
break in Berlusconi’s government.
Watch also generally for any signs that Berlusconi’s age is catching up to him. I would
not be surprised to find out that he died in 2011 under… happy circumstances, if you
catch my drift.

International Relations:
Italy has been a key U.S. ally in Iraq and Afghanistan. With Berlusconi in power this
should continue, but we need to watch if Italy actually commits anything serious to the
relationship.
Berlusconi's antics are starting to wear thin on the rest of Europe, does this matter in
geopolitical terms? Probably not, but we nonetheless need to gauge how the rest of the
EU is acting towards Italy.
Italy and Russia have a solid relationship, ENI has very close links with Gazprom. Italy
could very easily be Russia's entry into the EU energy markets despite efforts at
diversification.
Berlusconi is similar to Sarkozy in that he uses his foreign policy exploits to make
himself seem more important and to get popularity at home.
One of Berlusconi’s key policies is to make it seem that he can talk to anyone. This is
why he is nurturing such close relationships with Libya and with Russia. The idea is that
Rome can make itself useful to core Europe by being the interlocutor to the less than
pleasant regimes. Another is by being an important player in the Balkans. Therefore, we
need to watch for any moves by foreign minister Fratinni to visit countries like
Venezuela, Iran, etc.
Russia-Italy are set to conduct military exercises in 2011. Let’s keep an eye on what they
actually involve. Could be just PR campaign.
Russian Italian energy deals are crucial, especially when it comes to Blue stream pipeline
from North Africa to Italy. Italy is actually dependent on Russian natural gas more than
Germany because it uses natural gas for more of its total energy. Therefore, Rome has
very little choice when it comes to this.
Italy is a major player in the Balkans, any moves that Italy makes in the region should be
watched.

Economics:
Despite its obvious dysfunction, North of Italy is in fact the richest region of Europe. We



need to watch how Italian exports and industry are handling the global drop in demand.
Serious trouble could develop for the country if Lombardia starts going under.
Italian exports are highly diversified and bring in a lot of economic benefit to the country.
The most important figure to watch for Italy are export numbers.
Italian (Milanese) banks are some of the most powerful in Europe, with lots of links in
industry and in Eastern Europe. However, they could also be in trouble due to exposure
abroad. The two to watch specifically are UniCredit and Banca Intesa.
We need to keep watching Italian austerity measures, which as announced are some of
the toughest in Europe after Greece and Portugal. What is the reception they are receiving
with the unions. Are there a lot of strikes? How are Berlusconi’s coalition partners
dealing with it.
If Berlusconi’s government collapses or there are new elections, all bets are off. Yes, the
Italians hold most of their own debt, but investor uncertainty could quickly make things
uncomfortable for Italy.
Same goes with social unrest. If there is any serious social unrest, we need to be aware of
how it can impact the markets.
Anything and everything related to public finances is important, given its mounting debt
problems. Budget measures, budget forecasts, bond issuances, spending cuts and
spending plans are all important— so too is any resistance to these measure from the
public or the government.
Any sign that a bond auction failed or that investors are turning away from Italy.
We also want to keep an eye on bond yields and spreads over the German bund.

ROMANIA

Romanians have had a boost of confidence by their entry into the EU, but they are beginning to
realize that EU membership is not all that it was cracked up to be. First, it has not helped them
stave off a severe economic crisis. Second, they are now being forced to implement austerity
measures by the Germans that they thought they did not need. Third, they don’t feel that the EU
has their back as far as Russian resurgence goes, especially in Moldova where Germany and
France seem to have sold out Bucharest. Furthermore, while Poland is the second largest
Central/Eastern (Intermarum) country after Poland, it has nowhere the history of regional
dominance or power. The greatest extent of Romanian power – in between the wars – was due to
weakness of everyone around it. Bucharest has no real historical memory of imposing its
geopolitical will independent of the actions of great powers.

There is obviously a myth of a Greater Romania, but it is far more localized in the Balkan region.
There is no illusion of grandeur, no belief that Romania was once a powerful European country
like Poland or even Hungary. Greater Romania refers to a period in Romanian history between
the two World Wars when Romania was enlarged at the expense of Austro-Hungarian, Russian
and Ottoman Empires. Romania understands that it requires foreign powers to ally with it in
order for it to survive. It has seen France and Germany sell it out, and it is holding out hope that
the U.S. remains a committed ally.



Romania is in a severe economic recession. Lots of strikes are planned. The country is definitely
strapped for cash. The severity of the eurozone recession has taken the focus off of Romania for
the moment, but it could very well return. It is one of the most exposed countries in terms of
foreign exchange lending. Let's keep our eyes focused on its banks and its government finances.
The government is also in a perpetual state of crisis. Basescu held on to power, but the
government is always under threat of collapse both because of petty personal rivalries and
because of the crisis. Russia and Romania also have a very difficult relationship, especially
because Bucharest sees itself as the main Western ally in the region and because it was flexing
its muscles in neighboring Moldova, particularly right before the economic crisis hit.
Nonetheless, at the end of 2010 Basescu did say that Romania would one day integrate with
Moldova… which is pretty bold statement. Is he willing to back it up however?

Security:

Presence of OC is replete in Romania. Corruption and organized crime are very much
involved at all levels of government and all levers of power.
The security concerns that apply to all of the Balkans apply in Romania, particularly with
regard to the prevalence of organized crime. Organized crime runs many of the casinos,
hotels, strip bars, clubs and restaurants throughout the country; even elegant
establishments are under the control of organized crime.
Furthermore, Romanian organized crime does not operate with the same dynamic as the
neighboring Slav countries. In countries like Russia, Serbia and Bulgaria, there are much
clearer delineated rules of operation for organized crime. When these rules are broken,
violence ensues. In Romania, the understandings governing organized crime are much
less clear, and less violence follows transgressions, although the likelihood of getting
caught up in organized crime activity is therefore greater.
Romania is the epicenter of identity theft and Internet crime in Europe (and the world).
Romanian hackers are considered some of the most advanced in the world.
Romania faces no appreciable terrorist threat despite its support of the U.S. invasion of
Iraq. The country has no militant presence, and while it does have a Muslim community,
it is not radicalized.
Any spy scandals with Russia could also be interesting and should be monitored
carefully.

Politics:

Romania is a semipresidential republic, with its government modeled after the French
Constitution, where the president and prime minister share executive power, but the
president is often more active. The Romanian president can serve no more than two five-
year terms. Former Bucharest Mayor Traian Basescu is the current Romanian president.
Though he ran on an anti-corruption platform, impeachment proceedings were initiated
against Basescu in 2007 for allegedly unconstitutional conduct -- in this case, pressuring
the Justice Ministry to drop cases against corrupt government officials. He avoided
impeachment by winning a popular referendum on the question in late 2007. Basescu is
nominally non-partisan, but unofficially associated with the Democratic Liberal Party, a



center-right, liberal party.
In Sept 2010 interior minister, transport minister, econ minister were sacked. Politics are
very confusing. The Democrats, Liberals and Socialists are all essentially just fighting for
political patronage and piece of the pie. Politics are very much personality focused. If you
need specific guidance on these personalities, a detailed personality guide can be
provided easily.
Non-confidence votes are quite common. Please always make sure to explain whether or
not the vote is expected to succeed. Some research on this may be necessary because the
parties are so fickle in calling for these.

International Relations:

Basescu's presidency has been marked by a highly active foreign policy. The Romanian
president is known for his very pro-EU and pro-U.S. stance. (Moscow is said to have
supported the 2007 impeachment effort against him.) During Basescu's time in office,
Romania has strengthened its relationship with the United States, particularly its military
cooperation. But Basescu's close relationship with former U.S. President George W. Bush
does not seem to have extended to the current administration. Relations between
Bucharest and the Obama administration are said to be a bit colder.

Nonetheless, the U.S. and Romanian relationship is founded on Romania's strategic
importance to the United States -- and will not seriously be threatened by any potential
disdain that Basescu may feel toward the new U.S. administration.
Under Basescu, Romania has taken an aggressive stance toward neighboring Moldova.
Moldovans and Romanians speak essentially the same language, and share many other
cultural affinities.

Basescu has attempted to change Romanian laws that would permit up to a third of all
Moldovans to hold Romanian passports. And during April election unrest in Moldova,
Romanian secret service agents actively supported pro-democracy elements in Moldova
in their struggle against the incumbent pro-Moscow government.

The crisis surrounding the April Moldovan elections has strained Russian-Romanian
relations. Basescu has most recently said that he sees Moldova and Romania being one
country in 20 years.

Unlike most of its Central and Eastern European neighbors, Romania does not depend on
Russian energy for most of its consumption. Only about a quarter of its overall natural
gas consumption comes from Russian imports, with annual domestic production of 11.6
billion cubic meters satisfying the rest of its demand.

This gives Romania considerable room to maneuver when it comes to confronting Russian
interests in the region. Unlike neighboring Bulgaria and Ukraine, Romania is not at the
mercy of the Russian natural gas tap.

Watch for any Romanian involvement in purchasing American weapons, particularly the
stalled F-16 deal. Also, watch for any sign that they are coordinating with other Central
European countries on geopolitical matters, especially Poland.

Relations with the EU were strained because of the French Roma deportations. Romania
wasn’t opposed to the deportations, but it was mad that it was not invited by France to an
emergency immigration summit.



Economics:

The Romanian economy's fundamental problem is its dependence on both foreign capital
and imports. This combination has created an enormous private sector external debt
burden of $82.7 billion, or roughly 50 percent of GDP. While the private sector debt
burden was increasing, the country's trade imbalance ballooned to 14 percent of GDP.
The recession and slumping demand for expensive foreign imports should correct the
trade imbalance, but the large debt burden will remain an issue.

Another challenging aspect of Romania's debt burden is its denomination in foreign
currency. Foreign currency lending has been very popular in Central Europe, with low-
interest rate euro borrowing replacing much of domestic currency borrowing. Foreign
currency lending represents 58 percent of total lending in Romania, with both households
and corporations highly involved. Exposure to foreign currency, however, means that the
depreciating leu (the Romanian currency) causes the real value of foreign loans to
appreciate.

The poor economic situation caused the IMF to forward Romania a 20 billion euro loan in
2009. Basescu has said that the country would need a new agreement with the IMF in
2011. It will likely need to borrow 5.7 billion euros in 2011 and nobody else is willing to
lend it money.

Expect the combination of new IMF loan and austerity measures to continue to put a strain
on Romanian stability, with potential strikes and union activity to be high throughout
2011.

SPAIN

In some ways Spain is similar to Italy in that it is far less important than its population and
economy size indicate. It does also have some geopolitical significance because of its position as
a potential energy transit route for energy from North Africa. Also, it is an important NATO
member with considerable naval capability.

Spanish position on NATO is one of the most interesting ones but is also ambivalent. Spain has
security concerns mainly in terms of its maritime border with North Africa, as well as tangential
concerns about the long-term position of Ceuta and Melilla (which are outside of NATO's
purview). However, Spain's security concerns are mostly internal and are heavily oriented
towards illegal migration and drug smuggling, in which cooperation with North African
countries and EU law enforcement yields better results than NATO membership. Spain is also an
important economic partner of Western European neighbors and would not seek to undermine
the Franco-German consensus on Russia's resurgence since the returns on that policy would be
dubious.

For Madrid, NATO membership is more about being accepted in the club of West European



major powers, which was in doubt following Franco's dictatorship. It is also a way to play off the
Franco-German EU leadership by balancing it with its alliance with the U.S. However, a key
issue here is that normally Madrid has options to swing back and forth, maintain a balance. But
due to the severe economic crisis in Spain, that balance is at this moment swinging towards
Europe. In fact Spanish NATO membership was sold to a large portion of skeptical public
exactly in those terms, that it would give it balance, but also an "in" into European institutions,
calming Western Europeans from any worries that Madrid might renege on its commitment to
democracy. Its security concerns are either with North Africa where NATO is of limited help, or
internal (separatism and domestic terrorism) where NATO serves again as a stabilizing political
influence, but does not directly involve itself in Spanish affairs. In fact, Spanish position in
NATO is so ambivalent that Socialist's, who are currently in power, at one time promised that
they would withdraw Spain from NATO and even held a referendum on the matter after Spain
was already a member (which to my knowledge is the only case in Europe).

Spain is in many ways the eye of the economic storm in Europe right now. The Spanish regional
banks – known as Cajas – are in a heap of trouble because they were the main vehicles through
which Spaniards got mortgages and the Spanish housing crisis dwarfs the U.S. subprime
mortgage crisis. Markets are yet again testing Spanish ability to resist the pressures and bond
yields are again going up after the crisis in Ireland.

Meanwhile, Spanish internal politics are divided. Socialist PM Zapatero is ruling the country
with a minority government that has relied on regional parties for support. Zapatero managed to
pass his austerity measures by essentially bribing the regions of Spain with concessions. It
remains to be seen what happens in 2011 as the austerity measures begin to hit. Remember, this
is a country with unemployment rate of essentially 20 percent. As employment benefits get
withdrawn, there is a chance of serious social unrest.

Security:
ETA, Basque terrorist group, is the key threat to security in Spain. We need to
particularly pay close attention to what is happening in Basque Country, where ETA is
actually now facing a hostile government, in their own region. There are some indications
that ETA may be ready to lower arms permanently.
Is ETA thinking of packing up and moving to Portugal, this is something we want to
monitor carefully.
Muslim terrorists, remember they struck in Madrid. Any mention of possible infiltration
of terrorists in Spain is key. Morocco and Tunisia are not far away.
Anti-immigrant violence, lots of migrants in the country, they could be targeted due to
the recession. Not talking just about Muslims, lots of Ecuadorians and general Latin
Americans as well.

Politics:
The left-right split in Spain is still pretty important, although it may not appear to be as



extensive as in Greece.
Socialist party (led by PM Zapatero) and the People's Party are the main two competitors.
The Socialists finally took out Aznar in 2004, but PP is always in the mix and could come
back to power as the economic recession gets really bad. The status of Zapatero as a
minority government is especially important.
The regionalist parties are really important since without them no one has a majority. Key
parties are Convergence and Union (CiU – in Catalonia), Basque Nationalist Party (EAJ
in Basque), Republican Left of Catalonia, which is the main pro-independence party.
There is also a mix of other regional parties, like the Galician party, the Cannary Islands
party and a few other Basque parties. Point being that we have to watch for statements
from all of these parties, no matter how small, because of their status as potential king
makers.
The problem with People’s Party (PP) is that its leader Mariano Rajoy does not have a
clear majority support either. This means that even if Zapatero was forced to call
elections, it is not clear that Rajoy would be able to form government, especially since
the regional parties would definitely not support PP. Typical situation where nobody
wants to be the one in power.

International Relations
Spain still has very solid relations with a lot of Latin American countries. Its investments
through banking, telecommunications and energy companies on the continent are
significant. We need to be cognizant of any moves by Spanish companies in Latin
America.
Spain is a major member of the EU, it pulls a lot of weight although it does not lead
initiatives. It is most definitely in the second echelon of powers, behind UK, Germany
and France.
Spain has a significant problem of illegal immigration from Africa, both on its mainland
and the Canary Islands. We need to see if the Spanish navy becomes more involved in
curbing this flow.
With Spanish economy in shambles, watch for any key acquisitions of its businesses,
such as the rumored purchase of REPSOL by LUKoil. These have key geopolitical
connotations. Madrid has announced plans to privatize some major industries and
businesses, we need to be aware which ones.
Spain does participate militarily. It is part of the European Amphibious Initiative and has
participated in exercises with other European members of that in the past.
U.S.-Spanish relations have experienced many ups and downs. Spain oscillates between
being a firm U.S. ally and rejecting the U.S. link. This is because Spain does not really
need the U.S. alliance.
Spain is going to be extremely internally focused for all of 2011.

Economics:
Spain is imploding. 20 percent unemployment, housing market crash and now possible
banking crisis. We need to watch real carefully for any news coming out of Spain on
economics.
We’re particularly interested in the Spanish consumer: unemployment, savings rates,
mortgage defaults, home prices are all important.



We want to keep a very close eye on the Spanish banks; NPLs, nationalizations, equity
injections, and government guarantees are all important.
Any collapse of Spanish economic system could have repercussions in Latin America
(particularly Mexico) and of course the EU as a whole.
Bond yield rates, failed bond auctions, undersubscribed bond auctions, rising yields,
rising spreads against the German Bund – all of these are important to note on day-by –
day level.
It is not clear if Europe would have enough money to bail out Spain and Portugal. EFSF
+ IMF probably have enough for both. But that would seriously deplete European sources
for the rest of the continent.

SERBIA

The second tier of European countries can really be split into two levels. The first 4 (Sweden,
Italy, Romania and Spain) are not quite global enough to be Tier 1. The next 7 (Serbia,
Lithuania, Denmark, Norway, Hungary, Czech Republic, Bosnia-Herzegovina) really would be
Tier 3 were it not either for their geography or ability to act as a trouble maker.

In Serbia’s case, it really comes down to being a troublemaker for the region. It is the largest and
most powerful – by default really – country in the Western Balkans. It is also unable to escape
neither typical Balkan corruption nor vicious case of extreme nationalism.

The biggest question mark for Serbia has always been whether it will orient itself towards the
West or towards Russia. Right now it seems to be leaning towards the West, but things are never
quite clear in Serbia. If it descends into 1990s era type nationalism, insecurity in Western
Balkans will shoot through the roof.

The upcoming Serbian-Kosovar negotiations should be fun. Once Kosovo holds elections,
Pristina and Belgrade are supposed to sit down and begin negotiating about everything from
local issues to potentially down the line status of the province. Kosovars are dragging out starting
the negotiations while they consolidate internally. Serbs are impatient because they feel that this
is stalling their EU entry.

One thing to really monitor in 2011 is Sandzak. This is the Muslim region of Serbia that has had
some sporadic violence in the last few months. We need to monitor what happens in this region,
particularly any international reactions to the situation there and any indication that the
neighboring BiH is in some way involved. The people in Sandzak are undergoing an interesting
identity formation. They used to be just Muslims, but are now more and more identifying as
Bosniaks, which ties them to the neighboring BiH. There are also a lot of Serbs in the region,
which is why the situation is somewhat explosive.

Security:

Security in Serbia is very tenuous. Hooligans destroyed downtown Belgrade in
September following a gay-pride parade. This is not uncommon for the region. However,



the level of coordination between ultra right-wing groups and “soccer hooligans”
indicates that there may be political direction from one of the parties – or perhaps form
abroad (Russia?).
Organized crime, especially drugs smuggling, is very active in the country. There are
links throughout the region – especially with Croatia (Serbs and Croatians are very
brotherly when it comes to drug smuggling) and with Latin America.
Serbian criminal groups are active across of Europe in bank robberies and various heists.
Serbs in Northern Kosovo, they can flare up at any time. Also, Albanians in Presovo
Valley and Muslims in Sandzak (both in Serbia).

Politics:

Serbia is ruled by a pro-EU government led by President Boris Tadic and PM Cvetkovic.
Even though the country is a parliamentarian democracy (in other words the President is
a ceremonial figurehead) Tadic rules it with an iron fist and Cvetkovic is just a pawn.
The other more important figure is the foreign minister Vuk Jeremic who is a loyal Tadic
soldier, but is quickly crafting a following of his own. He wants to become the next boss
in Serbia and is ruthlessly pursuing the Kosovo issue as self-promoting PR. Bottom line
is that the current government is pro-EU, but is using Kosovo to get nationalist support.
Meanwhile the opposition are the Progressive Party of Serbia, which are actually hardline
nationalists who split off from ultra hardline nationalists the Radical Party of Serbia.
Progressives have indicated that they are now pro-EU, which just complicates
understanding who wants what in Serbia.
Things are complex and bear watching. Tadic and/or Cvetkovic could lose their hold on
power, ushering a Progressive/Radical Serbia.

International Relations:

Serbian-American relations have improved since Hilary Clinton’s visit to the country in
late 2010. However, bottom line is that US still recognizes Kosovo independence. That
really is a big hurdle for Serbia’s relations with the West.
However, we do have some intel that Serbian government wants to expand cooperation
with NATO, but is worried about the domestic repercussions of such a move since
NATO membership remains unpopular.
Serbian relations with EU are complex. Only 5 EU member states do not recognize
Kosovo. So ultimately, if Serbia is to get into the EU it most likely will have to do
something about Kosovo.
Serbia and Kosovo are supposed to start negotiations over the province. This is going to
be a big test to see if Belgrade can negotiate calmly and rationally. Everyone in Europe
expects Serbs to fail. Serbs are not even sure what they are negotiating about.
Serbian Russian relations are very good. Russia supports Serbia on Kosovo. There was
even talk of a joint emergency base in Nis – southern Serbia – that we suspected was a
proto Lilly-pad Russian base.
However, relations between Serbia and Russia are souring because Tadic is pushing hard
towards West and the EU. Nonetheless, Tadic did sell Serbian NIS – energy company –
to Gazprom for some cold hard cash.



Economy:

The economy is in shambles. Nothing really else to say. Investment is staying out of
Serbia because it is still not clear that the political situation is completely safe.
Serbia also has had to resort to an IMF loan program.
Country is essentially fully at the mercy of EU accession. If that process stalls, it will not
get any aid or really investment from anyone.

LITHUANIA

Lithuania is a TIER II state because it is also like Serbia often in the mix of things. It is the pivot
of the Baltic region. Latvia and Estonia are together too small to really matter. They often take
cues from Lithuania.

Lithuania has become part of a love triangle (or perhaps a hate triangle) with Russia and Poland.
This goes back centuries to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, but the deal right now is that
Poland and Lithuania can’t seem to look past their differences to join up against Russia. This is a
problem. As long as Poland and Lithuania have poor relations, the three Baltics cannot make a
unified front with Poland.

Poland and Lithuania have two major disputes. One is over the ability of the Polish minority in
Lithuania to use Polish letters when writing their names in Lithuanian passports. Lithuania has
not allowed this to them, not necessarily because of the Poles but rather because they don’t want
to make the same concession to the Russian minority.

The second issue, and extremely significant, is energy. First, Lithuania wants Poland to
participate in the building of a Baltic nuclear power plant, but Poland seems to be interested in
purchasing nuclear energy from a potential Russian power plant in Kaliningrad. Second, Polish
owned Orlen Lietuva refinery owned by Polish owned PKN Orlen is seeking better economic
terms for its business in Lithuania. Thus far, it has been essentially ignored by Vilnius so Poland
is contemplating selling the refinery to the Russians, which would irk the Lithuanians extremely.

Security
We need to watch for any sign of problems with the Russian minority.
Rioting/protests/unrest related to the economic crisis.
OC, especially OC activity related to Russia.

Political Issues
Both the president (Dalia Grybauskaite) and prime minister (Andrius Kubilius) are
important personalities. Both of them are also on the more skeptical side of foreign policy
towards Russia. They are not friends of Moscow and are actively seeking to thwart it.
This is not necessarily how Lithuania always operates. It has in the past been the more
pragmatic of the three Baltic states because it feels a little more confident towards Russia
than the other two.



International Relations
Relations with Russia are the most important. Particularly any indication that Russia is
threatening or pressuring Vilnius.
Energy issues are crucial. Efforts by the Scandinavians to wean Lithuania off of Russian
energy as well as efforts by Russia to thwart plans by EU to help this region. The
proposed Baltic nuclear power plant is important as is the Druzhba pipeline that Russians
cut.
Polish relations are specifically important. These two countries are natural allies and have
been in the past, but there is also a lot of resentment, it is a complex issue. Watch
specifically the PKN Orlen refinery.
NATO strengthening its presence in the region. Any military purchases by the three
Baltic countries and any movements of troops are key. Exercises or mention of potential
exercises.
This is where the relations with the U.S. are key as well. Any visits by American officials
or Lithuanian officials to the U.S.
Relation with Sweden and Finland are also important since the two are essentially patrons
of the Balts and to an extent of Lithuania.

Economics
Lithuania is emerging from a very painful recession. Watch whether there is any social
unrest because of economic pain.
Watch if there are any privatization efforts and if Russians are involved. .
Any announcements about the budget is key.
We want to follow what’s happening with euro adoption, public sector wage cuts and
labor reductions, whether they’re sticking to the terms of their bailout packages, whether
the austerity measures contingent on the bailout packages are meetings resistance from
either the public, the government, or the courts.

DENMARK

Denmark is an important country purely because of its geography. It is vital to various European
countries, particularly Russia, because it commands the entry into the Baltic Sea via the
Skagerrak and Kattegat straits. We need to watch carefully for any specific contacts between
Russia and Denmark. Remember that Medvedev made a visit to the country for the Queen’s
birthday, which was very much a love fest. Russia does not want to upset Copenhagen as that
would push Denmark to become much more active in pushing back Russian resurgence in the
Baltic. Watch for any energy talks between the Russians and the Danes, Denmark is a potentially
key transit route for North Sea gas to Central Europe and its energy company – Dong – is an
important regional player.

Denmark also plays an important role in the EU and NATO. It is a Euroskeptic and pro-
American country. It does not trust Core Europeans like France and Germany and may offer a
push back against any further integration of the Eurozone on fiscal matters. In NATO it is
usually a very pro-American state. The current head of NATO is the former PM of Denmark.



We need to see to what extent Denmark decides to join the Russo-skeptic camp in 2011. There
may be possibility that this choice is presented to Denmark by the nascent union between the
Nordic Council and the Baltic States that is beginning to flirt with defense matters. Watch for
this carefully. Watch for any meetings of Denmark officials with Eastern Europeans, fellow
Scandinavians and the British.

Also watch any statements from Denmark on issues regarding the Eurozone. We want to know
what they are thinking on the developments in wider Europe. Denmark has been known to stall
the European Union integration process before. It may do so again.

Also interesting to follow is the situation with Greenland. Greenland is technically a Danish
dependency. There is indication that it is chock full of minerals. It is beginning to ponder
independence. If it follows through on that, will it invite foreign prospectors and investors. Will
these be Russian? I jest, that is too far ahead, certainly not a 2011 issue. But still something to
think about and monitor.

In that vein, watch also Danish moves in the Arctic. This is one thing that Denmark and Norway
share together, a very adventurous look towards the Norwegian Sea and Arctic Ocean regions.
This may also put it into a conflict with Russia, not armed or anything… There is nothing to
fight over in the Arctic yet.

FINLAND

Finland is another country whose relationship with Russia is crucial and has to be closely
followed. The country is completely dependent on Russia for natural gas, but has sufficient
nuclear power that it is not going to die if Russia does not supply it with natural gas. However,
Finland has a tradition of acquiescing to Russian demands on a number of geopolitical issues,
particularly security. This has given birth to the term Finlandization, which defines the country’s
foreign policy as open to the West, but accommodating to Russia on security matters.

We need to watch for all things Finland-Russia. Particularly important are Finnish involvement
in Russian modernization and privatization efforts. Finland has an advanced telecommunication
sector and is therefore a potentially important player in Russia. Also watch the ongoing issue of
the timber economic interaction between Russia and Finland. Finland imports a lot of Russian
timber for its pulp industry – Finland is the global leader – and Russia has in the past attempted
to raise the export tariffs on timber to force Finnish companies to move production into Russia.

Watch also for any Finnish military purchases. It is not at all out of the question for Helsinki to
choose military purchases from Russia rather than the West. This would be a solid sign that
Helsinki is moving back into its standard Finlandization position. Also important is any chatter
on NATO membership. Finland would only consider it if Sweden also moved on it, so it is
unlikely, but watch it nonetheless.

Finland is a very important player in the Baltic region. Unlike Latvians and Lithuanians – who
are of Baltic ethnicity – the Estonians are Ugro-Finns. They therefore share a cultural and ethnic
affinity to the Finns. Helsinki and Tallinn are separated by only a very narrow Gulf of Finland.



We want to know what Helsinki is doing to try to enforce its presence in the Baltics. The most
crucial question is whether Finland is giving the Balts any hint of security guarantees. My gut
feeling is that it will offer less and less of hints on that, withdrawing into its neutral shell as
Russia emerges. Finland likes to make money in the Balts, but it is not going to risk its own
security over Estonia.

NORWAY

Norway is a country that makes it into the second tier purely because of client interest. It is a
major global energy producer. That’s basically it. Follow all things energy related when it comes
to Norway.  It is not really a regional player in any other regard. It puts all its money into a
sovereign wealth fund and doesn’t really spend it, other than to bail out a fellow Nordic member
state here or there.

Norway is part of NATO and shares a border with Russia. It also plays actively in the Arctic. It
and Denmark are the two extroverted “Viking” nations. Sweden is far more involved on the
European continent. Iceland makes woolen sweaters.

Norway has a very contentious relationship with the rest of Europe. It has always been aloof.
Even more so since it realized that it was sitting on a trillion dollars worth of oil/natural gas.
However, through its ties in NATO, it does have interaction. It is particularly close to the U.K.
because of its security relationship.

Particularly interesting to follow is Statoil, Norweigian state owned energy giant. It is very good
at deep water drilling. One of the best. Following their exploits is very important.

COMBINED BULLETS FOR THE NORDICS (minus-SWEDEN and including Iceland)

Security:
Watch for Russian infiltration in Finland. It would not be overt, so anything crime related
that seems out of place or the perpetrator had a Russian name should be reported.
Muslim immigrants in Denmark as well as threat of terrorism in Denmark. This is a very
important thing to watch. The “Cartoon Controversy” originated in Denmark, Muslims
are not happy about Denmark. We therefore need to be very careful about any news that
involves either Muslim people in Denmark, anti-Muslim events in Denmark or Muslims
talking about Denmark abroad.
Anti-immigrant violence, there are several neo-Nazi groups in Finland and Denmark, less
so in Norway. Generally everyone is super happy in Norway, they are sitting on oil wells.
Except for Edvard Munch. He is sad. But that is because he lived before there was oil.
Rioting, unrest over the economic situation in Iceland. This is something to watch for,
also any indication they are defaulting on any of their debts.
Organized crime activity in Finland and Denmark. Especially the immigrants…
especially… yes… Serbs.

Political:
Watch for signs of anti-government sentiment in all of these, particularly Iceland.



We need to follow closely any military development in any of these countries. With the
Baltic sea being such a center of activity because of Poland, Sweden, Germany and
Russia, naval and air force activity is particularly important.
Watch for anything strange out of Iceland. A decision on becoming a haven for internet
hackers, for freedom of information crusaders (think WikiLeaks) anything like that.

International Relations:
Signs of popular shifts on EU membership in Iceland (which is now officially a candidate
state) and Norway. How far can Iceland progress in its EU membership aspirations.
Signs of potential NATO bid for Finland are key.
Relations with Sweden are key; we need to be aware of what Scandinavians are talking
amongst each other.
Finland’s relationship with Russia is very complex. Both countries respect and
understand one another. However, a potential Finnish NATO bid would greatly irk
Russia. Watch for economic relations between the two as well.
Iceland is a key member of NATO. Watch for any potential changes in its stance.
Watch carefully everything about the Arctic. Denmark (via Greenland) and Norway have
claims that are competing with Russia and Canada. The Arctic is potentially full of
natural resources. We need to be on top of this issue, no matter how minute it may seem.
We need to follow potential independence developments in Greenland.

Economic:
Norwegian energy research is key. Any new developments in the North Sea are
important.
Fishing rights and fishing quotas are key here. Iceland and Norway are not in the EU
because of this issue, so it is not minute.
Russian-Finnish trade conflicts.
Norwegian oil fund is huge; let’s watch how they spend the money.
Economic crisis is ravaging Iceland, are there any pieces left?

BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

The country has completed a very contentious election in October that showed that it is
very much still split between the three ethnic groups. The government still does not
actually exist. This is not too important, but watch for the negotiations over who will
become the Chairman of the Council of Ministers (closest it comes to Prime Minister). The
latest news is that it would be a four party government. This will likely mean incoherence
and complete disarray. So nothing changes.

BiH is a complex country. It has Serbian Republika Srpska as a federal entity in the north
and the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina in the south – mainly comprised of Croats and
Bosniaks (Slav Muslims from Bosnia). The federal government is weak, it has a loose
government and a three-headed Presidency comprised of a Bosniak, Serb and Croat
members. The most important figures are not the Chairman of the Council of Ministers,
but rather the Bosniak (Bakir Izetbegovic) and Croat presidency (Zeljko Komsic)
members, the Serbian Republika Srpska President (Milorad Dodik) and the Croat leader



of the largest Croat party HDZ-Bosnia (Dragan Covic). A few issues, first, Serbian member
of the Presidency is Dodik’s puppet. Dodik runs the Serb show in BiH. Also, the Croats not
exactly like Komsic, they feel he got elected because Bosniaks voted for him.

We expect BiH to be a stalemate, but a peaceful stalemate in 2011. The country is
effectively divided into groups that are neatly separated into ethnic units. The Federation is
not. If conflict is to appear, it would do so here. The Bosniaks and Croats have had some
tensions in 2010, especially in the city of Mostar, which is still divided.

We want to continue watching BiH for how much different powers play in this country,
especially Russia and Turkey. Turkey has become very active diplomatically, but is it
putting money into the country? Not really, so let’s watch for business relations. Watch
also how Croatia and Serbia – the countries – relate to BiH, particularly their ethnic
counterparts in BiH. Dodik is a Tadic ally despite being a hardliner in BiH.

Finally, a lot has been made of the “Wahhabi” threat in BiH. A lot of this is Serb paranoia.
Serbs like to think that anyone against them is either a Nazi or a Wahhabi. However, the
paranoia is based on small truths and BiH does have some radicalized communities. We
want to keep looking for any evidence of this, particularly in the small destitute
communities outside of Sarajevo.

Any attempts by the EU to forward the constitutional reform process should dominate in
2011. This is a condition for BiH to continue reforming itself in order to get into the EU.
Doubt there will be any progress, but there might. It depends on what Dodik feels is best
for his power structure.

Security:
Any indication that ethnic groups in Bosnia are looking for greater autonomy or that
violence is again on the prowl. Splits between Croats and Muslims is particularly key.
We need to be warned of any sign of soccer related violence, OC crime, anything that
could coalesce into ethnic crime.
Organized crime needs to be followed carefully. We need to be kept abreast of any events
in the Balkans that are OC related.
Watch for economic social unrest. BiH is destitute and is surviving because of an IMF
loan.
Any strange movements by Islamist terrorist groups in and out of the region.
Drug seizures and weapon seizures. Announcements of more terrorist activities.

Political Issues:
Split developing in Croatian-Muslim federation is key. Radicalization of Republica
Srpska.
Watch Dodik like a hawk. He is by far the most important player in BiH.
Politics within Serbia: internal politics are very confusing, but we want to be kept abreast
of almost anything that goes down there. Shifts can indicate new alliances that create new
parties and such.



International Relations:
Indication of increased activity of Turkey in the region. Turkey, Bosnia and Serbia are
meeting a lot lately amongst each other. Let’s make sure we are keeping abreast of these
meetings.
Any sign of direct foreign investment from Turkey into the Bosnia.
Is the U.S. in any way involved? U.S. involvement in the failed Butmir process was tepid.
What is happening now? Same with EU. EU accession process.

Economics:
Because of the global recession, any numbers coming out of the region -- which are
tougher to get than the rest of the world -- are very important.
Watch for any labor/union/rioting due to the crisis. Don’t forget, the IMF austerity
measures imposed on Yugoslavia was in part to blame for the start of the war there. We
need to be aware of any economically motivated social discontentment.
Watch carefully Serbia, Bosnia and Croatia in terms of economic statements.
Bulgaria may be in a lot of trouble as well. They have suggested recently that their
budget deficit may be greater than reported, indicating that there could have been
budgetary malfeasance going on in Sofia similar to Athens. This would be extremely bad
news for the region.
Any sign that Western Europe is pulling on its development aid or what they want to give
to the region is key as well.
IMF visits to the region.
Figures on foreign investment are key. Let’s make sure we are following up the exodus of
investors from the region.
Banking trouble, any mention of foreign banks in the region doing anything surprising,
such as closing shop or preventing investments there. Key banks to watch are Austrian,
Italian and Greek.
IMF visits to the region

o The status of IMF packages, if conditions are being met, and whether support is
being renegotiated are important.

EUROPE (TIER 3-4) ANALYTICAL GUIDANCE:

GREECE

Greece is a country that lost the most when the Cold War ended. It essentially became irrelevant
with the end of the Cold War because it was no longer a crucial state to keep the Soviets blocked
in the Balkans. However, the Cold War did not end for Greece, with the 70 million people
behemoth -- Turkey -- still an existential threat from Athens' perspective. This led to massive
overspending on military, but also on maintaining the living standards it came to expect during
the Cold War. Greece is now learning what it takes to start living within its means.



Of course this is not the only reason that Greece lived beyond its means. It also gorged on the
cheap euro loans that flooded the country. Greece probably should have never entered the
Eurozone, but it did and now the Europeans are stuck with a ticking bomb in the country.

Security
Greece has a very complex security situation, there are more anarchist groups in Greece
than islands in its archipelagos. Let’s make sure we know exactly what is going on,
always report every attack and track down exactly who claimed responsibility if possible.
Minute details are always important because they illustrate the institutional evolution of
the attacks.
Right-wing movements in Greece are on the rise as well, particularly in anti-migrant
violence (Muslims and Albanians being the main targets).
Protests/unions/riots, standard stuff as across the region. Watch for left-right
discontentment… This is the key split in Greece and it is very violent. The memories of
the post World War II Civil War are still fresh, as is the "Rule of the Colonels" a 1970s
junta that ruled Greece before it became a democracy and joined the EU.

Political Issues
Ruling PASOK (Pan-Hellenic Socialist party, basically the main center-left in Greece) is
in a lot of trouble due to the economic crisis. However, so is Neu Demokratia. It means
that the main two parties in Greece are wholly discredited. Usually when this happens the
end result is rise in popularity of populist candidates (think Hugo Chavez). This happens
very rarely. It can lead to stalemates or to radicalization. Because in Greece the only
alternatives are Communists and extreme nationalist Orthodox party, we could see the
vacuum filled by unknown individuals. If things get bad enough, we should not discount
the possibility that the military comes back to power. Of course that would take extreme
unrest, but that only makes it all the more important to keep abreast of the details coming
from the country.
Elections are scheduled this year. This should give us an indication of what is happening
in terms of popular discontent with the political process.

International Relations
Relations with Turkey are something to watch. Anything that has to do with security in
the Mediterranean is important, also anything to do with Cyprus. The crisis has forced
Greece to reassess its relations with Turkey. It could potentially be starting to seek
reconciliation with Turkey as result of the fact that it cannot keep up militarily with
Turkey. This could mean also encouraging Cyprus to resolve its long standing issue with
Turkey.
Dispute with Macedonia over the name is something we need to follow, although it is not
something that will make or break Greece. It will, however, make or break Macedonia
which without prospect of NATO/EU entry could slide back into internal strife. But with
Greece much maligned it may want to show the rest of the West that it is an important
and level-headed player in the region by giving in a little.
Greece-Serbia relations, they are usually good but let’s see if anything changes. Greece
supports Serbia on Kosovo. If squeezed, Athens may be willing to give in on supporting
Serbia, but it is not clear that the West is interesting in pressuring Greece on this issue.
Greece Russia relations are very interesting. With the financial/economic collapse in
Greece, Athens is desperate for cash. Russians are pouring in to Greece for vacation,



replacing the Germans afraid to come and face reprisals for playing hardball with the
bailout. Russians are also interested in snapping up potential energy infrastructure
through Greece. Greece is planned to be a major energy link between Europe, particularly
Italy across the Adriatic, and the Middle East via Turkey. It could therefore be an
important alternative route to Russian gas/oil. However, Moscow is using the opportunity
of the crisis to get the Greeks more interested in Burgas-Adrianopoulis and to look to
become more involved in random energy infrastructure.
Greece China are another interesting relations. Chinese are looking to get port access in
Greece. This could be geopolitical, but it could also be just good business, snapping up
cheap assets from a country looking for every penny.

Economics

Greece is at this moment under IMF/EU stewardship. It has already missed its targets set by the
bailout, but nobody dares cut it off from aid in fear that it would lead to another Eurozone wide
crisis. We need to start assessing whether Greece can survive past the bailout. A very good case
could be made that it cannot. This year should begin telling us a little more on this.

Is Greece successful in pursuing the austerity measures that it committed itself to under
the IMF/EU deal.
We need to keep abreast of developments with general strikes. Any time a strike is
announced, we need to be alerted to it.
Please watch carefully for any sign of bond auctions or syndicated bond sales. With the
110 billion euro loan Greece does not need to be asking for more loans, but it is trying to
test the waters of international markets in order to build up credibility.

CENTRAL EUROPE (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, Slovenia)

Czech Republic and Slovakia had elections with mild surprises in both countries. Petr Necas
from the Civic Democratic Party became the Prime Minister of Czech Republic. This was a
surprise because the Civic Democrats under Topolanek became extremely unpopular. Necas
should continue Prague's policy of aligning with the U.S. on most geopolitical issues and being
mildly euroskeptic, nothing of course approaching the President of Czech Republic Vaclav
Klaus, who with the loss of Polish President Lech Kaczynski is now the only hardened
euroskeptic in Central/Eastern Europe. In Slovakia, Robert Fico was expected to return as prime
minister, but he lost to the center right Iveta Radicova of the Slovak Democratic and Christian
Union. Radicova, even though she is center-right, has a much easier time handling Slovak
minority Hungarians who are in fact part of her coalition. This should go a long way in resolving
concerns with Hungarian ruling Fidesz (although the issue of Hungarian minorities will always
be one that simmers on the backburner between Slovakia and Hungary). The BMD is a big issue
for both Czech Republic and Slovakia. They have indicated that they may be interested in having
some sort of a role, minor one probably, so this is something we have to keep tracking.

Hungary under Fidesz has one of the most coherent governments in Europe. Viktor Orban has a



2/3rds majority, which is unheard of in a parliamentary system. However, the economy is not
doing well and Orban's comments that he will skirt cutting budget deficit did not help. The
economy is like Romania overexposed to foreign currency lending which could lead to trouble as
the eurozone crisis abates and the focus shifts once again to the Central European economies.
Watch for any more nationalist rhetoric from Orban, although the change in government in
Slovakia should alleviate tensions. Hungary takes over EU Presidency in first quarter of 2011, so
we want to start gathering information on its program now.

Switzerland has managed to escape most of the problems in the Eurozone and is doing quite well
when it comes to running its monetary policy. However, it has had to purchase quite a lot of
euros in order to keep the CHF from appreciating, which would be bad for its export reliant
industry. We need to monitor any and all statements from the Swiss National Bank, as well as
what the CHF is doing against the euro and dollar.

Austrian banks remain overexposed to lending in Central/Eastern Europe. While the focus has
shifted away from that region due to the Eurozone financial crisis, it could return at some time
this year. If that happens, Vienna and its banks will again be in focus. Austria has recently
voiced some interesting views on the bailouts. It is becoming irritated by Germany’s attempt to
redraw the face of Europe. Austrians don’t like Berlin. They are therefore not necessarily going
to go along with Germany’s moves on Europe. They also want to keep their own sphere of
influence, roughly the countries of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire.

Security
OC related moves in the region. For OC, the countries of note are Slovakia, Switzerland,
and Czech Republic.
Banking fraud and money laundering, talking about Austria, Switzerland and
Liechtenstein in particular. Watch for other countries, particularly Germany and the U.S.,
spying on Liechtenstein and Switzerland. Anything out of the ordinary here is key,
anyone caught with lots of cash or “suicided”, businessmen, bankers. It’s all relevant.
Anything that may appear like Russian involvement is key. Moves by Russians in the
region, OC, intelligence activity.
Riots/protests/union actions… Again, standard for all of Europe. But in this group of
countries particularly important in Hungary, Czech Republic, and Slovakia.
Right wing groups. These are particularly active in Hungary, which should be the number
one security related issue to watch there. However, these groups are also present in
Austria and Switzerland and on the rise in Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia.
Particularly important are any violent attacks against the Roma. They are a good indicator
of how the economic recession is causing a rise in attacks in the region.

Political Issues
In Czech Republic the government is always unstable and always one or two votes in the
Parliament from falling apart. The current new government is a little more stable, but it
still depends on the four party coalition.
Swiss internal politics is not something we need to kill ourselves over, but let’s monitor
rise of the right wing parties there. There is a general election coming up. Same goes for
the entire region. Austria and Hungary in particular.



International Relations
What is Russia doing in the region? Czech Republic and Slovakia are the big ones that
we need to monitor carefully. We basically need to see all Russian moves in the region,
energy related, visits by various Russian politicians and businessmen.
Deals between U.S. and all of these countries, particularly in regards to any military
technology transfers.
Deals between the U.S. and Czech Republic, again particularly in regards to any military
technology transfers. It looks like the radar facility is no longer being considered in
Hungary’s relationship with Russia is also vital, as is its relations with Slovakia and
Romania, two neighbors that don’t necessarily have a very good relationship with
Budapest. There are large Hungarian minorities in Romania, Serbia and Slovakia and we
need to keep our eyes on what they are doing.
Watch for the developments with the Visegrad 4 (Poland, Czech, Slovakia and Hungary).
This is an important grouping that we see as a potential new tectonic plate in Europe. To
ascertain whether it is serious or not, we need to see how these countries relate to one
another.
Watch for coordination among these countries – especially Poland and Hungary who take
over EU Presidency in 2011 – on the upcoming key issue of the EU budget negotiations.

Economics
A lot of the countries in the region have banking problems that are quite serious. Most of
the banks in the region are foreign owned. We need to closely follow what the Italian,
Swedish and Austrian banks are saying and doing. Anything that has to do with banking
failures or bailouts is key.
Any new moves by the international community (IMF, EBRD, EU) to rescue countries in
the region financially is something we need to monitor.
Statistics that come out of the region are important to take not off. Again, with the current
recession underway, we need to be kept abreast of anything that is happening in the
region.
Russian energy deals in the region are crucial, as are mergers and acquisitions of energy
units between the countries or by West European firms.
Investments in the region by China, U.S., Russia or Europe are all key. The Chinese have
been particularly active across the region.
Announcements about budget.
Greece is under massive pressure from essentially everyone about its public finances.
This is leading people to also start wondering about the public finances of the
Central/Eastern Europeans. Anything and everything related to public finances is
important, especially in the first half of 2010, since that will be crucial for establishing its
credibility in managing its fiscal problems. Budget measures, budget forecasts, bond
issuances, spending cuts and spending plans are all important— so too is any resistance
to these measure from the public or the government.
We also want to keep a close on Greece’s credit rating and what the ratings agencies
(Moody’s, Fitch, Standard and Poor’s) are saying about it; changes in outlook or rating
are key. This also goes for Central/Eastern Europe.

o They’re especially important because its bonds may not be eligible as collateral at



the ECB.  We must keep a close on what the ECB is doing with regards to that.
We also want to keep an eye on bond yields and spreads over the German bund.
Are Russians moving in and buying energy infrastructure?

BENELUX (Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg)

The Netherlands is an important economy and a country. It has a specific view on Europe. It
believes that the EU and NATO are its only guarantees to security. Therefore, it is highly
committed to both, but does not like the growing Franco-German power – being nestled in
between the two. Admittedly, the Netherlands deserves its own bullet, but that will have to wait
for the next update. Note also that we do care about the Dutch internal politics, because we may
be seeing a rise of a new form of politics in Europe with Girt Wilders. He is extremely
xenophobic, but from a liberal perspective. He is also euroskeptic and anti-enlargement. The
current government depends on his support for majority, so we cannot ignore his presence.

Belgium is also more important than I make it seem in this particular run down. It is the
headquarters of both NATO and EU. So what? Well that’s maybe not too important. However,
Belgium is important as the country that may also lead by example, example being of an
advanced Western economy, EU-NATO member state, that ceases to exist. Belgium still does
not have a government and the division between the Walloons (French) and Flemish (Dutch)
seems intractable.

Luxembourg is the site of the European Investment Bank (EIB) and the now newly created
EFSF. Their PM, Jean-Claude Juncker, is very outspoken on the eurozone crisis and is the
President of the Eurogroup, meeting of eurozone finance ministers. What he says is somewhat
important. He is, however, also angling for personal power and wants to become some sort of a
President of the Eurogroup. But the Germans really don’t like him.

(Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg)
Security:

Amsterdam and Rotterdam have a lot of organized crime activity. We should keep our
eyes open and watch if there are changes in the flow of goods or which groups operate.
Luxembourg is a major banking center, we need to watch for reports of white collar
crime.
Indigenous Muslim population in the Netherlands and in Belgium. We need to watch for
any sign of a potential problem. Especially in the Netherlands with the coming to power
of anti-immigrant parties.
Rise of the radical right in all of these, there are neo-Nazi groups in Belgium and the
Netherlands.
Anti-terror laws and anti-immigration laws should be reported.

Political Issues:



Belgium just had another torturous election with unclear results. We may be in for quite
another slog. The country is divided between Flemish and Walloon regions. We need to
make sure that we keep tabs on what is going on in the coalition building process, getting
the information from all the different sides of the conflict. But more fundamentally, we
need to get the information on whether the country will continue to hold together or not.
Remember, the party that won the most seats wants the country dissolved. This is
hilarious because I am looking at this bullet 7 months after I wrote it and I have
absolutely nothing new to add. This is still the case. Still no government.
The rise of the right wing groups in the Netherlands is key.
Belgium, meaning Brussels, is the center of EU politics. We need to keep tabs on
Brussels because of this.
Belgium is also the headquarters of NATO, so we should watch for NATO related news
coming out of the region.

International Relations:
The Netherlands has a very contentious relationship with Muslims, so we have to be
vigilant to what is going on domestically because it could flare up at any time
internationally.
The Netherlands is currently holding up Serbia’s progress towards EU accession, we just
need to be cognizant of this issue. Recently, it has showed that it is willing to switch on
this issue. However, this continues to be important even 7 months onwards. The
Netherlands was anti -enlargement even before Wilders decided to support the
government.
Luxembourg is usually very active with the EU agenda, when their politicians speak it is
often the consensus building policy position. So let’s not ignore them.
The Netherlands is an important member of NATO. Watch for any sign of military
reform or of new budgets.
Watch for any indication that the Netherlands is becoming interested in moving towards
military exercises or purchases.

Economics:
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg are all banking centers, particularly
Luxembourg. Watch for any sign that the health of the banks is declining. In Belgium and
the Netherlands this can become a very key economic and political issue.
There has been something of a housing boom in these countries recently, let’s watch what
is going on with housing markets.
The recession is impacting Belgium and the Netherlands pretty hard. The Netherlands is
suffering immensely because they are at heart a trade center. Belgium has been a
dysfunctional economy for a while, and the recession could further exacerbate divisions
between its ethnic/linguistic communities.
Any government plans to curb the economic crisis is important.
The Netherlands has often been the most committed European country to the free market
and to sticking to the rules. As such it is always the first to speak out against bailouts.
However, the last government allowed the Greek bailout to go through and the Irish. Let's
make sure that we keep tabs on the public opinion in the Netherlands towards spending
any more money in support of other eurozone member states.



Belgium debt levels are actually quite high, as high as those of Portugal. Let’s make sure
we keep an eye on it. The markets may take political instability to mean that Belgium is
not going to repay all of its debts.

IRELAND

Ireland is a country that has a mind of its own. It has in the past stalled the EU integration efforts
(voted down both Nice and Lisbon Treaties). It does not depend on the continent for economic
performance. It depends on the American-European trade, and on the UK. It therefore has a little
bit of lee-way when it comes to how it deals with the crisis. However, its debts are so monstrous
that it has had to apply for the loan.

The Irish have just passed a very tough budget. The current government of PM Brian Cowen is
going to call elections soon and lose immensely. The incoming Fine Gael is center-right (as is
Cowen’s Fianna Fail) and has hinted that it may have to redraft the budget. This would instill
uncertainty back into the markets since it would seem as if the Irish are going back on their
bailout conditions.

The upcoming elections are going to be extremely important. We want to see how the ultra
nationalist – and leftist economically – Sinn Fein does, as well as the socialist Labour Party. Fine
Gael has in the past worked with Labour to form coalitions, but Labour is insisting that it will
reject the budget passed by Fianna Fail and the bailout. This may make it difficult for Fine Gael
to partner with them. Sinn Fein is interesting because it is also the only “all-Island” party with
representation in both Northern and Republic of Ireland.

Economically, Irish situation should stabilize now that they have a bailout, but we still want to
watch it, especially what is happening with the banks. We also want to see if a future
government does anything to change the 12.5 percent corporate tax rate.

Security:
Key issue is IRA and any sign that there is renewed activity in Northern Ireland.
Anti-migrant violence.
There is also quite a bit organized crime and we need to watch if ex-IRA people are
getting more involved in crime.
Protests and strikes because of the economic situation. Violent protests, union strikes, etc.
Sinn Fein activism.

Political:
Repercussions of the economic crisis on Irish domestic politics.
Follow the elections closely.
Rise of Sinn Fein and Labour.



International Relations:
What are other European countries saying about Ireland.
What are the Irish saying about other countries, particularly Germany and France which
tried to change its corporate tax rate.
Where is the U.S. in all of this. Remember that the U.S. is a large investor in Ireland.

Economics:
Watch for any moves by the government to change the terms of National Asset
Management Agency, NAMA, which is supposed to buy impaired assets of the banks.
What is happening with the bailout, are funds being released?
What is happening with investments, are investors bailing or do they not care as long as
wages remain low and corporate tax rate remains low.
Ireland is also under massive pressure from essentially everyone about its public
finances.  Anything and everything related to public finances is important, especially in
the first half of 2011, since that will be crucial for establishing its credibility in managing
its fiscal problems. Budget measures, budget forecasts, bond issuances, spending cuts and
spending plans are all important— so too is any resistance to these measure from the
public or the government.
We also want to keep an eye on bond yields and spreads over the German bund. Now that
the bailout is in place, this is not as significant, but we still want to keep an eye on it.

BALKANS
(REST OF IT: CROATIA, ALBANIA, MACEDONIA, MONTENEGRO, BULGARIA)

Security:
Organized crime needs to be followed carefully. We need to be kept abreast of any events
in the Balkans that are OC related. The countries to watch in particular are Croatia (high
OC activity), Macedonia, Montenegro (the entire country is OC, including the
government), Bosnia (very high OC penetration, with Russian links so doubly important)
and Albania/Kosovo (careful eye on Albanian mob activities).
Rise in neo-Nazi violence, particularly in Vojvodina against Hungarians (Serbia), Croatia
(against Roma and Serbs) and also anti-minority, anti-Pomak (Muslims) violence in
Bulgaria.
Protests, riots, union activity… It is not as organized as in Western Europe, but milk
protests in Bulgaria or worker protests in Bosnia are key. Remember, it was the strikes by
Albanian miners in Kosovo back in the 1980s that in a way moved the region towards
conflagration.
Any strange movements by Islamist terrorist groups in and out of the region.
Drug seizures and weapon seizures. Announcements of more terrorist activities,
especially in Bosnia.

Political Issues:



Croatia is ruled by a split President-PM team of Ivo Josipovic and Jadranka Kosor. The two don't
necessarily like each other. Josipovic is much more moderate and is looking for reconciliation
across the region. Kosor is less interested in rhetorical reconciliation and is concentrating on the
grueling task of getting the country into the EU. The country is beset with the economic crisis
and European enlargement fatigue. We need to watch the developments for Croatia's entry into
the EU. Any delays on that front would be highly problematic. But do also watch Josipovic
playing peacemaker across the region.

Bulgaria is a key country. PM Boyko Borisov has a nuanced position towards Russia.
Traditionally, Bulgaria has been -- along with Slovakia -- the most pro-Russian of the new EU
member states. However, Borisov is changing a lot of that. He is proving to be quite an
American ally, pushing for the adoption of the BMD in the country and looking to renegotiate or
cancel Bulgaria's participation in the Burgas-Andrianopolis pipeline, Belene nuclear power plant
and even South Stream. Many members of his own cabinet are against this, however. Bottom
line is that Bulgaria has been a friend of Russia for a long time and Borisov is starting to upset
that policy choice. We need to see how far this develops.

International Relations:
Macedonia - Greece dispute…
Slovenia - Croatia dispute…
Russian moves in the Balkans:
We need to keep an eye out on any acquisitions of energy companies by the Russians in
the region.
Russia giving loans to the region.
Any movements by Russian leaders/politicians/businessmen to the region.
EU - Balkan relations:
Any threats by the EU that Bulgaria is dragging its feet on corruption or that the Balkans
are delaying with reforms.
Any statements by the Commission, Council or the Enlargement Commissioner are
important.
Turkey-Balkan relations:
Indication of increased activity of Turkey in the region. Turkey, Bosnia and Serbia are
meeting a lot lately amongst each other. Let’s make sure we are keeping abreast of these
meetings.
Any sign of direct foreign investment from Turkey into the Balkans. Particularly the
Muslim countries but also wider.

Economics:
Because of the global recession, any numbers coming out of the region -- which are
tougher to get than the rest of the world -- are very important.
Watch for any labor/union/rioting due to the crisis. Don’t forget, the IMF austerity
measures imposed on Yugoslavia was in part to blame for the start of the war there. We
need to be aware of any economically motivated social discontentment.
Bulgaria may be in a lot of trouble as well. They have suggested recently that their
budget deficit may be greater than reported, indicating that there could have been
budgetary malfeasance going on in Sofia similar to Athens. This would be extremely bad



news for the region.
Any sign that Western Europe is pulling on its development aid or what they want to give
to the region is key as well.
IMF visits to the region.
Figures on foreign investment are key. Let’s make sure we are following up the exodus of
investors from the region.
Banking trouble, any mention of foreign banks in the region doing anything surprising,
such as closing shop or preventing investments there. Key banks to watch are Austrian,
Italian and Greek.
IMF visits to the region

o The status of IMF packages, if conditions are being met, and whether support is
being renegotiated are important.

Remaining BALTS (Latvia + Estonia)

The Baltic States are a good litmus test of Russian-European relations. The Baltic states are
former Soviet Union republics that have entered both the EU and NATO. As such, they are going
to always be a point of contention between Europe and Russia. However, not all Baltic States
have the same way of dealing with Russia. Estonia is probably the most paranoid of Russian
influence, the cyberattack on Estonia at the end of 2007 is still considered an act of war by many
Estonians. Latvians are just as paranoid, but the Russian minority in Latvia is very active and
could be part of any next government coalition with strong moves by pro-Russian parties in the
country. Latvia and Estonia look much more towards Sweden, which is where most foreign
direct investment comes from.

The main strategy for all the Baltic countries is to get NATO more involved in the region. We
therefore want to watch for any NATO visits to the region, any announced exercises and military
purchases. All three countries are also undergoing significant economic problems, which is why
we want to be watching for any announced privatizations that Russia could potentially profit
from. Also any energy deals with Russia or with Scandinavian countries for electricity.

Security
We need to watch for any sign of problems with the Russian minority. Even if it is just
ngo’s talking for equal rights, that is essentially the Russians asking to get theirs.
Rioting/protests/unrest related to the economic crisis.
OC, especially OC activity related to Russia.

Political Issues
The current economic crisis has created a very tense political situation. The economies of
these countries are completely collapsing. Keep an eye on Russian political parties. For



example in Latvia we are talking about Harmony Center and For Human Rights in United
Latvia. Don’t believe those are about harmony and human rights. Also, be attuned to
what names sound Baltic/Ugro-Finnic and which are Russian. Ask Lauren and me if in
doubt. That is key in understanding which politician is from a Russian minority.

International Relations
Russia, Russia, Russia… No matter how minute or insignificant, if it has to do with
Russia and the Balts, we need to know about it. If they raise the beat import tax, we need
to be aware of it. Watch for Russia putting more troops on the border with the Balts,
watch for energy politics.
Relation with the EU is also important, particularly the efforts of the Balts to wean
themselves off of the Russian gas-trap, that is going to be a key move by the EU in the
region.
NATO strengthening its presence in the region. Any military purchases by the three
Baltic countries and any movements of troops are key.
Relation with Sweden and Finland are also important since the two are essentially patrons
of the Balts.
Any moves by these countries to bolster their ability to counter cyber attacks.

Economics
Economies of the Baltic countries are emerging from a Great Depression like recession.
We need to report exactly what is happening. Banks are key, particularly the penetration
into the markets of Swedish banks.
What is happening to foreign direct investment? Are investors pulling out, are they
selling their firms in the region?
Any moves by the international community (IMF, EU, EBRD) to rescue countries or
individual banks is also important. Visits by EU/IMF people to the countries should be
followed.
Any announcements about the budget is key.
We want to follow what’s happening with euro adoption, public sector wage cuts and
labor reductions, whether they’re sticking to the terms of their bailout packages, whether
the austerity measures contingent on the bailout packages are meetings resistance from
either the public, the government, or the courts.
Estonia adopts the euro in January 2011. Watch the process carefully to see how it helps
them or hurts them. We also want to know what the public opinion is of the event.

PORTUGAL
Normally Portugal is not a country that STRATFOR follows carefully on most days. However,
the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis that began in Greece has migrated to Iberia. Obviously Spain
is the more important country, but Portugal has a bigger fiscal problem, with government debt
around 86 percent of GDP and government budget deficit much at over 8 percent of GDP.
Lisbon is also run by the PM Socrates who has a minority government. This puts him in a
difficult situation because he has to enact the austerity measures from this position. We need to



monitor all developments in Portugal very carefully. If any country is going to tap the EFSF, we
believe it would be Portugal because their bond yields are likely to become too expensive before
they get too expensive for Spain.

This remains the issue today as it did 7 months ago. Watch carefully what is going on in the
markets with Portugal and with the potential for Portugal to ask assistance from the EFSF.

Security:
No pressing issues, but anything out of the ordinary should be reported. Watch for
possible ETA relocation into Eastern Portugal, very sparsely populated.

Political:
Nothing pressing, but news of upcoming elections should be reported regardless. Socrates
is leading a minority government that could face considerable problems getting austerity
measures through.

International Relations:
Portugal has ex colonies across the world. Some of the more exciting ones are East
Timor, Western Sahara, Mozambique, etc. This may matter if something happens in these
places.

Economics:
Portugal is facing a severe crisis, particularly because Spain next door is as well.
Economic data from Portugal is therefore important, as are any news of riots or unrest.
Portugal is also under massive pressure from essentially everyone about its public
finances.  Anything and everything related to public finances is important, especially in
the first half of 2010, since that will be crucial for establishing its credibility in managing
its fiscal problems. Budget measures, budget forecasts, bond issuances, spending cuts and
spending plans are all important— so too is any resistance to these measure from the
public or the government.
We also want to keep an eye on bond yields and spreads over the German bund.
Watch for any social unrest in Portugal regarding its austerity measures.

CYPRUS
Security:

Lots of organized crime activity, particularly in Greek Cyprus because of loose banking
laws. Lots of Russians play there, although that has been curbed. Watch the Russians in
Cyprus.
Lots of OC activity also in the Turkish North.
Lots of Lebanese ex-pats went to Cyprus after the Lebanese war. Watch for Middle East
OC activity.



Political:
Watch for any development in the negotiations of the peace process between the North
and the South. Report on all of it.
We need to also watch who is in power, as nationalist parties make the negotiations less
likely.

International Relations:
Cyprus is EU member state, so their position on EU debates is important, although they
usually toe the Greek line.
Cyprus is still a contentious issue in Greek-Turkish relations, let’s watch for any moves
by either Turkey or Greece on the issue.

Economics:
The economic crisis is going to inevitably hurt Cyprus as well. Let’s be cognizant of that
and keep that in mind. They have recently been told by the EU to cut their budget
deficits. Any moves by Cyprus to implement austerity measures? Any chances that they
are putting assets up for sale? If so, any chance that Russians are buying even more of
Cyprus than they already own?

(TOPICAL) ANALYTICAL GUIDANCE:
THEMES AND ISSUES TO MONITOR

EU as a “customs union”:
Key concept in our decade forecast. Anything that shows the weakening of EU links is of
interest. We need to follow EU’s “internal politics” very carefully.
EU budget discussions
EP elections
EU Commission elections
Commission vs. Member State (MS) court cases at the ECJ
EU decisions on ANYTHING that may receive MS disapproval
Close monitoring of the EU Presidency country
Travel/Agenda of any leaders of EU Presidency
EU Council meetings should be thoroughly monitored, before and after the meeting
How are Herman Van Rompuy and Catherine Ashton being received by fellow EU
member states? How about by Russia, China and the U.S.?

“Concert of Europe” – Tectonic Plates of Europe:
Another key concept. The Concert of Europe essentially means “every man  (state) for
himself”. It will precede the dissolution of EU into a customs union and is already under
way.
France… any moves that France makes to circumvent EU’s power structure… going it
alone. Mediterranean Union, movements of the French President.
Germany: any meetings with France, any moves with Russia. Comments on economic



rules of the EU.
Poland: how is the Weimar Triangle working out?
The Visegrad Group (Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland). Any calls to
expand the group to include Romania?

European diversification efforts from Russian energy:

Russian moves to counter it
South Stream
Deals in Central Europe and Balkans to buy up energy companies
Nordstream
Russian energy deals anywhere
Nuclear power
Really anything that has to deal with nuclear power.
Areva’s moves anywhere outside of Europe.
New power plants, internal politics of countries usually opposed to nuclear power
(Germany, Austria, Greece and Italy).
Natural gas sources:
We’re talking anything to deal with Norway and North Africa.
LNG facilities, proposed, being build, etc.
European Environmental programs
EU’s 20/20/20 initiative, anything on it
Greenhouse/emission standards
Alternative energy (German’s and their fetish for windfarms).

European Financial Stability Fund (EFSF): We need to watch out for anything related to the
EFSF, the EUR440 bn portion of the EU's gigantic bailout of itself and perhaps the most
important EU institution to be formed since the European Commission. Watch for the EFSF's
raising funds, issuing debt, making purchases, as well as the details on the conditionality
attached to the funds, which countries are thinking about drawing on EFSF funds, legal
complications surrounding the EFSF -- anything. Statements by any politicain/policy-maker,
even op-eds, on the operations of the EFSF are important. Watch for arguments to expand the
EFSF. Also the debate ongoing to create a permanent mechanism.

IMF support/involvement: We need to watch out for IMF movements in the Eurozone.
Specifically, we want to watch for new countries seeking IMF assistance (e.g., Spain, Portugal),
existing countries' compliance with existing programs (particularly Greece's), the details of the
EUR250bn of support it has ostensibly pledged as part of the enormous EU bailout, etc.



Economic Recession
Data: Announcements of key economic indicators, such as GDP actual/forecast, budget
deficit figures, public debt levels, industrial production, unemployment, inflation,
exports/imports or banks' write-downs of toxic assets.
Debt/Deficit: These figures get their own category because they're that important. We're
interested in quarterly deficit figures and public debt levels, but we also need to watch for
how they relate to government forecasts, compliance with EU's Stability and Growth Pact
or their austerity/ stabilization programs. We need to watch for government debt auctions
of bonds, notes or treasury bills, particularly by Greece, Spain, Portugal, Italy and
Ireland.
Austerity: Anything related to reducing the deficit or curbing the accumulation of debt
through higher taxes or lower spending is important, but particularly adjustments to
healthcare and pensions, and particularly in those countries where the sovereign in under
the most fiscal strain (e.g., Greece, Germany, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Belgium,
France and the U.K.) We also need to watch for any "anti-austerity" -- be it via additional
stimuli or resistance to austerity measures by parliaments, constitutional courts, unions,
etc. Watch for internal debates within countries on any of these, think like Poland.
European Central Bank (ECB): Anything the ECB does is critical, but pay particular
attention to anything related to interest rates, liquidity provisions, the purchasing of
sovereign debt or collateral eligibility. Statements by any of the Board Members are key
as well.
Banking: Watch for banks' or country's banking industry's reliance on ECB funding,
restricted or only partial access to the interbank market, the functioning of the interbank
market, holdings of toxic assets, stress test results, write-downs of assets, politicians
applying moral suasion to banks to purchase sovereign debt or prevent the lightening of
their holdings, re-capitalizations, nationalizations, bailouts, capital injections or raising
equity. Watch for anything related to the troubled Spanish savings banks (Cajas) or
Germany's quasi-state-owned Landesbanken, particularly with respect to reform,
consolidation and/or regulation.
Banking regulation: We want to watch for developments with the
drafting/implementation of re-regulating the financial sector, be it through higher capital
requirements, leverage ceilings or taxes on assets, for example. We also want to watch
for anything related to Basel III, which applies to almost all banks, but we also want to
watch for national developments in the Eurozone and the U.K.
Housing market: We want to pay special attention to any signs of housing weakness in
those countries that experienced housing boom/busts, such as Ireland, Spain and the UK.
Home prices, inventory levels, mortgage activity, housing starts and building permits are
all important indicators.
Inflation/Deflation: We need to watch for inflationary developments. This can primarily
take the form of tracking the headline consumer price index, but we also need to watch
for asset price inflation/deflation, as in housing. We want to track inflation in countries
that are most heavily-indebted, such as Ireland, Spain and Portugal, as well as watching
for inflation in countries that have implemented massive quantitative easing (QE)
programs, like the U.K. and Switzerland.
Social unrest: Anything related to protests, union activity, riots, etc, particularly in those
countries under the most fiscal distress, such as Greece., but really the entire Eurozone.



Demographics

Whenever a census is finished in Europe, we should have information on it.
Any instances of illegal migrants being caught crossing into Europe, deported,
mistreated, etc.
New immigration/asylum laws.
Any new statistics on birth rates, death rates, etc.
Attacks and violence against migrants, especially Muslims.

Military/NATO

Exercises and conflicts per military guidance
Obviously NATO deployments, but watch particularly shifts in NATO deployments to
Russia's periphery (e.g. a small squadron of fighters rotates through the Balts).
Watch bilateral U.S. and NATO military interaction with the central and eastern
European states (e.g. lilly-pad bases in Bulgaria and Romania) that were once behind the
Iron Curtain, including sales of American military equipment.
Most of western Europe is struggling to make ends meet militarily between
modernization and operational requirements in Afghanistan. Note the choices and
sacrifices that are made in budget decisions. Especially crucial to watch are Germany,
France and the U.K. Also Greece due to the severity of its recession.
Note EU military efforts. Most of these are now done in coordination with NATO, but do
keep an eye on efforts towards 'independent' EU military capability.
Any naval developments in the Black Sea
Any shift of traditional neutrals (particularly Sweden) towards NATO
Polish efforts to boost military/security cooperation within the EU, especially as they try
to collaborate with the French on this.
Any deployments by the Europeans overseas, such as peacekeeping efforts in Africa or
the Balkans.

Organized Crime

Countries to look at carefully (although of course all are interesting): Italy, Greece,
Albania, Serbia, Croatia, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Czech Republic, the Netherlands.
Any multi-national efforts to curb OC activity is interesting.

Terrorism/Terrorist-like activity

Anarchist, left-wing group activity in Greece, Italy, Austria, and Germany is particularly
of interest.
ETA (Spain) statements and activity.
Any new revalation of activity in the Balkans, especially Serbia and Bosnia where there
are ostensibly Muslim extremists operating (particularly Sandzak region of Serbia).
Muslim extremism around Europe. Anything even tangentially related is key to follow.
New anti-terror laws and powers.



New anti-terror units.
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